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Abstract
Collective cell migration is a key driver of embryonic development, wound
healing, and some types of cancer invasion. Here we provide a physical perspective
of the mechanisms underlying collective cell migration. We begin with a catalogue
of the cell-cell and cell-substrate interactions that govern cell migration, which we
classify into positional and orientational interactions. We then review the physi-
cal models that have been developed to explain how these interactions give rise to
collective cellular movement. These models span the sub-cellular to the supracel-
lular scales, and they include lattice models, phase fields models, active network
models, particle models, and continuum models. For each type of model, we dis-
cuss its formulation, its limitations, and the main emergent phenomena that it has
successfully explained. These phenomena include flocking and fluid-solid transi-
tions, as well as wetting, fingering, and mechanical waves in spreading epithelial
monolayers. We close by outlining remaining challenges and future directions in
the physics of collective cell migration.
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1 Introduction
It has long been recognized that cells move as collectives during development, regen-
eration and wound healing. Reports from the late XIXth century already agreed that
these processes involve collective movements of cells but mechanisms remained con-
troversial [1–4]. Some authors proposed that cell movements were driven by pressure,
either pre-existing in the tissue or generated de-novo by cell division (see Ref. [3] and
references therein). Others claimed that cells would move by spreading their volume to
occupy the largest possible surface [1]. Yet, others defended that cell sheets advanced
by the active pulling force generated by leader cells at the tissue margin [2]. In those
early days of cell biology, proposed mechanisms were largely physical in origin but not
even the sign of the tissue stress, i.e. tension vs compression, was agreed upon. Later
on, the discovery of genes and proteins shifted the attention from the whole to the parts,
and the search for a global physical understanding of collective migration was largely
abandoned.
This trend has been reversed in the past decade due to groundbreaking technical [5]
and conceptual [6–8] advances together with a progressive questioning of reductionist
approaches [9]. Time-lapse imaging and fluorescence microscopy have become stan-
dard tools in life-science laboratories, and technologies such as particle imaging ve-
locimetry (borrowed from fluid mechanics) now enable a detailed mapping of velocity
fields and strain tensors in the tissue [10, 11]. Moreover, a range of new technologies
such as traction microscopy have enabled the direct mapping of the forces that cells
exert on their surroundings as they migrate [12, 13]. All mechanical variables rele-
vant to the problem of collective cell migration have thus become available in time and
space (Fig. 1). This technological revolution has coincided with the development of
the theory of active matter [6–8], which provides an ideal framework to rationalize the
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Figure 1 Mechanical measurements during collective migration of cell monolayers. a,
Vectorial representation of traction forces in LifeAct-GFP MDCK cells closing a wound. Color
coding indicates the value of the radial component, with positive forces pointing away from the
wound. For clarity, values between 100 and -100 Pa were not plotted. Panels labeled as i and ii
show a close-up of the regions indicated by arrows in panel a. Scale bar, 20 µm. Adapted
from [15]. b, Velocity vectors (green) and monolayer stress ellipses (red) indicating the
maximum and minimum principal stresses in an expanding colony of MDCK cells (phase
contrast). Adapted from [11].
collective movement of cells. The traditional view that physics should serve to illu-
minate biological function is shifting towards the idea that biological systems inspire
new physical theories and allow us to test them; the concept of ‘physics for biology’ is
now paralleled by the emergent notion of ‘biology for physics’. In this sense, from the
perspective of condensed matter physics, collective cell migration is interesting as a
prominent example of the emergence of collective mechanical phenomena in a system
of soft active entities with complex interactions. Finally, life scientists have recognized
that collective cell migration is not only key to development, regeneration and wound
healing, but also to devastating diseases such cancer [14]. The coincidence in time of
these different technological and conceptual advances has placed collective cell mi-
gration back to the center stage of research at the interface between life and physical
sciences.
Collective cell migration comes in different flavors depending on the biological
tissue and process [16]. During epithelial morphogenesis, wound healing and regener-
ation, cells generally move as sheets adhered on an inert hydrogel called the extracel-
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lular matrix (ECM). In some forms of cancer invasion, cells also invade as sheets at the
interface between tissues. In general, however, both in development and in tumor in-
vasion, cells invade as strands or clusters within a complex 3D environment composed
of ECM and different cell types [16–18]. Despite recent advances [19], we remain
far from accessing physical forces in 3D, so we will focus this review on cell sheets
migrating in 2D (Fig. 1). In this mode of migration, central to epithelial function, all
relevant cellular forces have been accurately mapped in vitro and can therefore be used
to test physical models. For other perspectives on this subject, the reader is referred to
excellent recent reviews [20–22].
2 Forces and interactions of migrating cells
In this section, we propose a classification of the forces and interactions that a migrat-
ing cell exerts on and experiences from other cells and the substrate. In addition to
distinguishing cell-cell and cell-substrate interactions, we separate the interactions that
directly act on a cell’s position from those that affect cell orientation. Even though any
categorization may suffer from some degree of oversimplification, we think that it nev-
ertheless provides some unifying principles over a large body of somehow fragmented
literature.
2.1 Positional cell-substrate interactions
The field of continuum mechanics defines a traction as a force per unit area applied at
any point of the surface of a body. In cell mechanics, traction is usually understood
as the stress applied by a cell on its underlying inert substrate, typically a polymeric
gel known as extracellular matrix (ECM). Cell-substrate traction can be interpreted as
the sum of two contributions: the force that drives cell motion, which we call active
traction, and the passive friction between the cell and its substrate.
2.1.1 Active traction forces
Active traction forces stem from the cell’s actomyosin cytoskeleton, where the action of
myosin molecular motors on actin filaments generates contractile forces. These forces
are then transmitted to the substrate through cell-substrate adhesion complexes called
focal adhesions, which physically connect the cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix
(Fig. 2). For traction forces to lead to cell motion, the cell must break symmetry and
polarize to define a front and a rear. To do so, the cell often develops frontal actin-based
protrusions such as lamellipodia and filopodia. These structures generate an inwards-
pointing active traction that is most prominent at the cell’s leading edge (Fig. 2). The
resulting force propels the cell forward in the direction of its polarity, defined by the
position of the protrusion with respect to the cell’s center of mass.1 Thus, in models,
1The front-rear polarity of a cell is a morphological, dynamical, and biochemical asymmetry between the
cell’s leading and trailing edges. The polarity direction of an isolated cell can be unambiguously identified
from the direction of its migration, regardless of its sub-cellular origin. However, this may no longer be true
in a tissue, where cell motion is also affected by intercellular forces. In this case, to distinguish polarity
from velocity, one must identify a sub-cellular observable that defines cell polarity. Morphological features
such as protrusions are often not apparent in cells inside tissues, which may feature cryptic lamellipodia
that extend beneath neighboring cells. Thus, an alternative approach is to identify cell polarity from traction
forces. This is valid as long as tractions are dominated by active forces, with negligible contributions from
passive friction forces. Identifying sub-cellular features that appropriately account for cell polarity remains
an open challenge.
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Figure 2 Forces and interactions of migrating cells. Schematic representation of a migrating
epithelial monolayer. Side view (left), top view (right). We illustrate a subset of the interactions
discussed in Section 2. In particular, we sketch some of the biological structures that generate
and transmit cell-substrate and cell-cell forces. We also indicate contact interactions that
regulate and coordinate cell migration, as well as physical variables used to describe collective
cell migration.
the force that drives cell migration is usually assumed proportional to a cell polarity
variable, with a coefficient that depends both on cell-substrate adhesion and on the
active force-generating processes in the cytoskeleton.
2.1.2 Cell-substrate friction forces
Cell motion takes place at very low Reynolds numbers, which implies that inertial
forces are negligible and, hence, that the resultant force on the cell’s center of mass
must vanish. Indeed, the active traction applied by the cell on the substrate is balanced
by friction forces. Friction with the surrounding fluid medium is usually negligible in
front of cell-substrate friction forces, which are mediated by the attachment and de-
tachment of proteins at focal adhesions (Fig. 2). On time-scales larger than the inverse
binding rates, this protein-mediated friction is expected to be proportional to the veloc-
ity of the cell relative to the substrate [23]. Thus, in a first approximation, cell-substrate
friction is often modeled as a viscous damping force akin to Stokes’ drag, with a co-
efficient that reflects cell-substrate adhesion. However, the kinetics of focal adhesion
proteins under force are extremely non-linear and involve reinforcement feedbacks that
can be accounted for in more detailed models of cellular friction [24].
2.2 Positional cell-cell interactions
2.2.1 Cell-cell adhesion
A characteristic feature of epithelial cells is that they establish stable cell-cell adhe-
sions, whereas mesenchymal cells tend to form transient and weaker adhesions. Cell-
cell adhesion is mediated by specific transmembrane protein complexes, which build
cell-cell junctions that physically link the actomyosin cortices of the adhering cells,
thereby enabling force transmission between cells (Fig. 2). Cell-cell junctions endow
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tissues with cohesion energy and surface tension, as well as with a bulk modulus that
quantifies their resistance to rapid isotropic expansions, which is mainly due to cy-
toskeletal elasticity [22,25]. Thus, different modeling frameworks account for cell-cell
adhesion by either an interfacial energy contribution, a short-range attraction that op-
poses cell-cell detachment, or a tissue bulk modulus. In addition, by enabling the
transmission of active cytoskeletal tension, cell-cell adhesion is also an implicit factor
in tissue-scale active stress terms.
The influence of cell-cell adhesion on tissue mechanical properties does not end
here. On the one hand, decreasing cell-cell adhesion leads to less elongated cell shapes
that can induce a jamming transition whereby the tissue acquires a finite shear modulus,
thus becoming a solid material [26, 27]. Therefore, cell-cell adhesion may not only
provide bulk but also shear elasticity to epithelial tissues. On the other hand, cell-cell
adhesion proteins turn over and, hence, cell-cell junctions are remodeled. Junction
remodeling is a source of dissipation that can relax stress, possibly contributing to the
long-time viscous response of fluid tissues [22, 25, 28, 29].
2.2.2 Cell-cell friction
Cell-cell adhesion also entails cell-cell friction forces when cells slide past each other
(Fig. 2). Similar to cell-substrate friction, cell-cell friction is based on the sliding,
turnover, and attachment kinetics of cell-cell junction proteins [30–32]. Usually, cell-
cell friction is modeled as a shear force proportional to the relative velocity between
the cells or, in tissue-level descriptions, as shear viscous stresses.
2.2.3 Cell-cell repulsion
In addition to the attractive interactions mediated by cell-cell adhesion, adhered cells
also experience a soft repulsion from other cells. At short times, cell compression is re-
sisted by cytoskeletal elasticity [22,25], which, in epithelial monolayers, gives rise to an
area compressibility. At longer times, however, both the cytoskeleton and cell-substrate
adhesions may reorganize to enable cell shape changes. If their volume is conserved,
cells under compression can lose area and gain height, at least until their nuclei become
tightly packed. However, cells can actually change their volume by exchanging fluid
both with the surrounding medium through water channels and with other cells through
cell-cell channels called gap junctions [33, 34] (Fig. 2). Finally, under sufficient com-
pression, epithelial cells can be extruded from a monolayer [35–37], thus enabling
monolayer area reduction. The opposite process, cell insertion in a monolayer, also
occurs in spreading cell aggregates [38]. Altogether, this means that epithelial mono-
layers can change their area via dissipative processes, with an associated viscosity.
2.2.4 Active cell-cell forces
A last type of cell-cell forces are active forces generated by myosin molecular motors
in the cytoskeleton and transmitted through cell-cell junctions (Fig. 2). Cytoskeletal
structures such as the cell cortex and the apical actin belt generate a roughly isotropic
tension at the cell scale, thus giving rise to isotropic active stress at the tissue level.
However, migrating cells are polarized and, hence, their cytoskeleton exhibits highly
anisotropic structures such as stress fibers (Fig. 2). Stress fibers generate anisotropic
tension that, in addition to being transmitted to the substrate as traction forces (Sec-
tion 2.1.1), can also be transmitted to cell-cell junctions through the cell cortex, thus
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giving rise to anisotropic active stresses at the tissue scale. Given that they are simi-
larly generated, traction forces and anisotropic cell-cell active stresses are interdepen-
dent [39]. Yet, they are distinct since their respective transmission to the ECM and
neighboring cells relies on different adhesion complexes (Fig. 2).
2.3 Orientational cell-cell interactions
2.3.1 Polarity alignment
One of the most prominent orientational interactions between cells is the tendency to
align their polarities. Alignment might simply rely on the elongated and deformable
shape of migrating cells, but it may also involve biochemical regulation of cell migra-
tion. Polarity alignment is often explicitly implemented either via Vicsek-like rules or
via torques on cell polarity in discrete models, and via an orientational stiffness of the
polarity field in continuum models.
2.3.2 Contact regulation of locomotion
Here, we propose the term contact regulation of locomotion (CRL) to subsume a num-
ber of processes whereby cells tune their migration direction upon contact interactions
with other cells (Fig. 2). At least three such processes have been described. First, con-
tact inhibition of locomotion (CIL) refers to the process whereby, upon head-to-head
collision, many cell types retract their lamellipodia and repolarize in a different direc-
tion, thus migrating away from cell-cell contacts [40, 41]. Second, contact following
of locomotion (CFL) refers to the tendency of cells to follow others upon head-to-tail
contact [42, 43]. Finally, in addition to altering the migration direction, head-to-tail
collisions have also been found to increase the persistence of cell motion — a ten-
dency known as contact enhancement of locomotion (CEL) [44]. In general, CRL
depends strongly on the cell-cell collision angle [45, 46], thus making orientational
cell-cell interactions highly anisotropic. The mechanisms underlying CRL may be di-
verse and, given that cells polarize in response to tension transmitted through cell-cell
junctions [47–53], they could rely on mechanotransduction of cell-cell forces [54–57].
Although a number of phenomenological models of CRL have been proposed, a coher-
ent theoretical picture of contact regulation of locomotion is lacking.
2.3.3 Polarity-flow alignment
Inhomogeneous tissue flows may produce shear. Similar to molecules in liquid crystals,
elongated cells subject to shear should experience a torque that tends to minimize shear
stress. Indeed, shear tissue flows reorient cell polarity in the fly wing [58] as well as
the cell division axis in epithelial monolayers [59]. Moreover, cells in epithelial mono-
layers tend to migrate in the local direction of lowest shear stress — a behavior known
as plithotaxis [60–63]. However, unlike in ordinary liquid crystals, cell reorientation
may not entirely stem from cell shape but it likely involves an active mechanosensitive
response. Regardless of its yet-unclear mechanism, this feedback between polarity and
flow mediates another type of orientational cell-cell interactions. Even though some
recent continuum models have probed the effects of flow-polarity coupling [64, 65],
further research is needed to clarify its role in collective cell migration.
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2.3.4 Polarity-shape alignment
Almost by definition, cell polarity and cell shape asymmetry are interdependent and,
hence, they are often assumed to align. Then, given that cell-cell interactions mod-
ify cell shape, cell-autonomous polarity-shape alignment can give rise to intercellular
alignment interactions [66–68].
2.4 Orientational cell-substrate interactions
2.4.1 Polarity-velocity alignment
Through their interaction with the substrate, cells may be able to align their polarity
to their velocity, thus tending to align self-propulsion with drag cell-substrate forces
[69]. Such a polarity-velocity coupling is a generic property of active polar systems
interacting with a substrate [70–73]. For these systems, the polarity not only reorients
in flow gradients but also in uniform flows, like a weathercock in the wind. Even though
its cellular mechanism is not yet well understood, polarity-velocity alignment has been
introduced in a number of models. However, in some situations, polarity and velocity
are strongly misaligned in epithelial monolayers [74, 75] (Fig. 2), possibly due to the
dominance of cell-cell interactions [75,76]. How such possibly conflicting polarization
cues coexist and cooperate remains poorly understood [77].
2.4.2 Substrate-induced polarization
In addition to polarizing in response to cell-cell forces (Section 2.3.2), cells can also
polarize in response to asymmetric forces at the cell-substrate interface [52,78]. In par-
ticular, given that cells exert larger tractions on more adhesive and/or stiffer substrates,
gradients of substrate adhesivity and/or stiffness can polarize cells [79–81]. The en-
suing migrations towards regions of higher adhesivity and/or stiffness are known as
haptotaxis and durotaxis, respectively. Moreover, even changes in uniform substrate
properties may lead to cell polarization. Specifically, increasing substrate stiffness trig-
gers an isotropic-nematic transition in the actomyosin cytoskeleton [52, 82–84]. This
transition results in cell elongation, which, in turn, might promote a spontaneous po-
larization [85].
3 Physical models, from sub-cellular to supracellular
scales
In this section, we review the different physical descriptions that have been used to
model collective cell migration. These descriptions cover different levels of coarse-
graining; we start from those describing sub-cellular detail and move up to continuum
models that only describe supracellular features. Complementary presentations have
been provided in recent reviews [20, 86, 87]. Here, we emphasize how the cellular
forces and interactions reviewed in the previous section can be accounted for by each of
the modeling approaches. We focus on two-dimensional models that explicitly include
cell migration.
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3.1 Lattice models: The cellular Potts model
In the spirit of classical models of statistical mechanics, such as the paradigmatic Ising
model, lattice models describe individual cells as domains on a lattice, thus resolving
sub-cellular details of cell shape (Fig. 3a). In particular, this description is based on
the Potts model, and hence it is known as the Cellular Potts Model (CPM) [88]. Each
lattice site i = 1, . . . , N is assigned a state variable σi = 1, . . . ,m corresponding to
one of m− 1 cells. The state of each lattice site is then updated using a state-exchange
Monte Carlo scheme with Metropolis dynamics at a sufficiently low temperature to
ensure that cells remain as compact domains.
3.1.1 Effective Hamiltonian
The dynamics minimizes the effective Hamiltonian
H =
∑
〈i,j〉
J(σi, σj) + λ
m−1∑
σ=1
(Aσ −A0)2 − P
m−1∑
σ=1
~Rσ · ~pσ. (1)
The original CPM only included the first two terms. The first term, whose sum runs
over neighboring sites 〈i, j〉, accounts for the interfacial tension between neighboring
cells as well as between cells and the medium (state σ = m), which are encoded in the
interaction matrix J . The simplest choice is J(σi, σj) = α(1− δσi,σj ), where α is the
interfacial energy that controls the amplitude of cell shape fluctuations (Fig. 3). Thus,
this energy captures the combined effects of cell-cell adhesion and cortical tension
(Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.4). The second term penalizes changes in cell area around a
preferred value A0, with an area modulus λ > 0 (Fig. 3a and Section 2.2.3). The area
of cell σ, i.e. its number of lattice sites, is simply given by Aσ =
∑N
i=1 δσi,σ .
3.1.2 Cell migration
Later, the third term was added to implement cell motility by decreasing the energy
of those configurations in which a cell’s center of mass ~Rσ = A−1σ
∑N
i=1(xi, yi) δσi,σ
has advanced toward the direction of its polarity ~pσ [90]. This term corresponds to an
active polar force of magnitude P > 0 on each cell: ~Fσ = −~∇~RσH = P~pσ (Fig. 3a
and Section 2.1.1). The model does not specifically include friction forces. Rather, an
effective damping of cell motion arises from the Metropolis dynamics itself, which is
dissipative in nature. In fact, the mean cell speed is linear in P/α over a wide range
of parameter values [91]. Thus, the cell-cell coupling strength α, which controls the
diffusion coefficient of a cell in the absence of motility, is proportional to the effective
viscous friction coefficient, consistent with the Stokes-Einstein relation.
3.1.3 Polarity dynamics
The cellular polarity ~pσ was proposed to align with the velocity over some time-scale
[91, 92] (Section 2.4.1) or, alternatively, to simply undergo rotational diffusion [89].
In a variant of the CPM, cell motion was dictated by the gradient of a self-secreted
chemoattractant, whose concentration evolves with its own dynamics [93]. CPMs
with alternative polarity dynamics should be explored in the future. Along these lines,
Coburn et al. have recently proposed a hybrid CPM that accounts for CIL [94] (Sec-
tion 2.3.2).
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M. Chiang and D. Marenduzzo
Fig. 1: (Colour online) (A) A snapshot of the cells near the
centre of the lattice in the cellular Potts model simulations,
for (i) α = 1 and (ii) α = 4. Different neighbouring cells are
coloured differently. Note that the boundaries of the cells are
rougher and longer for the smaller α case. (B) Trajectories of
the centre of mass of a sample of cells near the centre of the
lattice, again for (i) α = 1 and (ii) α = 4.
simulating the motion of closely packed cells in a mono-
layer. In the CPM, a cell monolayer is represented on a
two-dimensional lattice. We consider a square lattice of
size L2 with L = 200 and with periodic boundary condi-
tions. Each lattice site is assigned an integer Potts spin
0 ≤ σ ≤ N (the “cell index”), where N is the total num-
ber of cells, which we set to 1000. Two lattice sites which
share a side or a corner are considered as neighbours. A bi-
ological cell is denoted by the set of sites with the same
spin (see fig. 1(A) for snapshots of the simulations). Note
that the parameter choice ensures that cells are connected
sets of lattice sites. The spin σ = 0 is usually reserved
for fluid sites: these are not present in our model, as we
simulate a confluent monolayer (with cell packing fraction
equal to unity).
The dynamics of the cells evolve via a kinetic Monte
Carlo algorithm based on an effective Hamiltonian
(or energy function) H , given by
H =
∑
⟨x,x′⟩
J (σ(x),σ(x′)) + λ
N∑
i=1
(ai −Ai)2
−P
N∑
i=1
ni · ri, (1)
where x and x′ denote lattice sites, ai and Ai are the
current and target area of the i-th cell (which we set to
40 lattice sites), whereas ri and ni represent its centre of
mass and direction of motility, respectively. The three
terms in eq. (1) respectively account for interfacial ef-
fects, approximate cell area conservation, and cell motility.
Furthermore, in the first term, the parameter J creates an
effective interfacial tension between cells in the bulk [16].
In line with common practice in CPM simulations [13–15],
the parameter J is chosen as follows:
J(σ,σ′) =
{
0, for σ = σ′,
α, for σ ̸= σ′,
(2)
where α > 0 determines the interfacial energy between
two cells. Previous studies have found that its magni-
tudes affect both the cell shape and the flexibility of the
cell boundary: small magnitudes produce long and rough
boundaries with more active cell dynamics, while large-
magnitudes result in straight boundaries with less cellular
motion [13,17]. In the second term, λ sets the strength
of the approximate cell conservation constraint and gov-
erns the degree of fluctuations of each cell’s area. Finally,
in the third term, P is a free parameter associated with
the strength of the motility (taken to be the same for all
cells). We note that the energy we use differs from that
used in the vertex model in [11], where there was a tar-
get perimeter (as well as a target area) for cells in the
monolayers.
The (standard) CPM Monte Carlo (MC) dynamics we
consider is the following (see [13,14] for more details on
the CPM, and [18] for a comparison between vertex mod-
els and the CPM). Each elementary move is an attempt to
change the spin of a random lattice site a to that of a ran-
domly chosen neighbour site b, where σ(a) ̸= σ(b). The
probability of accepting a spin change, p (σ(a)→ σ(b)),
is determined by the Metropolis test according to the
associated change in energy (in simulations we fix both
the Boltzmann constant, kB , and the temperature, T ,
to 1). Time is measured in MC sweeps, where a MC sweep
(MCS) is a series of L2 successive attempted MC elemen-
tary moves. Simulations were initialised by constructing a
square lattice of cells and by later allowing them to equili-
brate for 1000MCS before starting to take measurements.
To model motility, we also need to write down a dynam-
ical equation for the polarity vector, ni, which determines
the cell direction. The specific mechanisms of how a cell
generates a polarized motion and how the polarity changes
over time remain poorly understood and are subject to in-
tense investigations [19,20]. We choose the simple model
suggested by Bi et al. [11], where we assume that the po-
larity vector undergoes rotational diffusion over time. In
formulas, if one defines the polarity angle of the i-th cell,
θi, as the angle between the cell’s polarity vector, ni, and
a reference axis (taken to be the x-axis herein), the rota-
tional diffusion process is governed by the equation
∂tθi(t) = ηi(t), (3)
where ηi is a Gaussian noise, with zero mean and a vari-
ance ⟨ηi(t)ηj(t′)⟩ = 2Drδ(t − t′)δij (see footnote 1), with
Dr the rotational diffusion coefficient.
1Note that δ(t − t′) and δij indicate the Dirac and Kronecker
delta, respectively.
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Figure 3 Lattice Models: The Cellular Potts Model. a, Lattice sites corresponding to two
different cells are shown in different colors. Cell-cell and cell-medium interfaces have an
interfacial energy α (black). Cell migration in the direction of the polarity is favored by a
self-propulsion magnitude P . b, Snapshots of the system and cell traject ries at the fluid
(α = 1) and solid (α = 4) regimes. Neighboring cells are colored differently, with arbitrary
colors. Cell boundaries are rougher and longer for smaller interfacial energy. Adapted
from [89] with permission from EPL.
3.1.4 Collective phenomena
Initially, the self-propelled CPM was primarily used to study velocity correlations of
complex flows in cell monolayers [30, 91, 92]. More recently, it has also been used to
study fluid-solid transitions and glassy dynamics in cell monolayers [89, 91] (Fig. 3b),
collective rotations [95], gap closure [94], and tissue spreading [96], including the
fingering instability of the tissue front [93, 96].
3.1.5 Discussion
The CPM is based on an explicit and detailed description of cell shape and cell-cell
adhesion which, by means of intensive simulations, enables close investigation of cell-
scale mechanisms of cell rearrangements. However, the Metropolis dynamics yields
somewhat artificial cell shape fluctuations that depend on a temperature parameter not
directly related to experimental measurements. Moreover, the model is not readily
suited to incorporate some kinds of cellular interactions relevant for collective cell
migration. In particular, how to distinguish cell-cell and cell-substrate friction and how
to appropriately capture the active nature of some cellular forces with the relaxational
algorithm of the CPM remains unclear.
3.2 Phase-field models
With their origins in interface dynamics [97], phase-field models also describe cell
shape in sub-cellular detail. However, unlike the CPM, they do not rely on a lattice.
Rather, each cell i = 1, . . . , N is described by a phase field φi(~r, t), which is 1 inside
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the cell and 0 outside (Fig. 4a). A similar approach relies on describing cell shape via a
contour function [66]. Some models describe even intracellular structures, such as the
nucleus, using additional phase fields [98].
3.2.1 Phase-field free energy
Cell-cell interactions are built into a free energy functional of the phase field. Although
formulations vary [98–100], a possible form is F = FCH + Farea + Fcell-cell with
FCH =
N∑
i=1
γ

∫
A
[
4φ2i (1− φi)2 + 2|~∇φi|2
]
d2~r, (2a)
Farea =
N∑
i=1
µ
(
1− 1
piR2
∫
A
φ2i d
2~r
)2
, (2b)
Fcell-cell =
N∑
i=1
∑
j 6=i
κ

∫
A
[
φ2iφ
2
j − τ4|~∇φi|2|~∇φj |2
]
d2~r. (2c)
The first contribution is a Cahn-Hilliard free energy that stabilizes the phase-field inter-
face. The first term is a double-well potential with minima at the cell interior (φi = 1)
and exterior (φi = 0), which are connected by an interface of width  and tension γ that
delineates the cell boundary. Here, we have neglected the bending rigidity of the inter-
face [98]. The second contribution penalizes departures of cell area from its preferred
value piR2, with area modulus µ (Section 2.2.3). The third contribution accounts for
cell-cell interactions. It includes a repulsive term that penalizes cell overlapping (Sec-
tion 2.2.3), with strength κ, and an attractive interaction between cell boundaries that
models cell-cell adhesion (Section 2.2.1), with strength κτ [98].
3.2.2 Phase-field dynamics and force balance
The dynamics of cell shape reads
∂tφi + ~vi · ~∇φi = − δF
δφi
. (3)
Here, ~vi is a cell velocity defined as [99]
~vi =
1
ξ
∫
A
δF
δφi
~∇φi d2~r = 1
ξ
∫
A
δFcell-cell
δφi
~∇φi d2~r = 1
ξ
~F inti , (4)
where ξ is a friction coefficient (Section 2.1.2), and ~F inti is an interaction force on the
interface of cell i due to overlaps with neighboring cells. This relationship can be
generalized to include cell motility in the form of an active polar contribution Ta~pi to
the force balance [69] (Section 2.1.1):
ξ~vi = ~F
int
i + Ta~pi, (5)
The interaction force F inti can also be generalized to account for additional interactions.
In continuum mechanics, short-range interaction forces are described in terms of the
stress tensor field σ(~r, t). In the phase-field formulation, this corresponds to [100]
~F inti =
∫
A
φi ~∇ · σ d2~r = −
∫
A
σ · ~∇φi d2~r. (6)
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single cells (see Ref. [21] for a review) and more recently to
the description of a few migrating cells [22] and the study
of confluent epithelia [23–26]. We start by describing an
epithelium consisting of N cells using a different phase
field ϕi for each individual cell. Values of ϕi ¼ 1 and ϕi¼0
denote the interior and the exterior of a cell, respectively,
and the cell boundary is defined to lie at the midpoint
ϕi ¼ 1=2. We define the dynamics of the fields ϕi as
∂tϕi þ vi∇ϕi ¼ − δFδϕi ; i ¼ 1;…; N; ð1Þ
whereF is a free energy and vi is the total velocity of cell i.
This velocity enters Eq. (1) only through the advection
term, effectively pushing each cell uniformly as a whole
without inducing any deformation of its interface.
The free energy F defines the dynamics of the individual
interfaces and is written as F ¼ FCH þ F area þ F rep,
where
FCH ¼
X
i
γ
λ
Z
dx f4ϕ2i ð1 − ϕiÞ2 þ λ2ð∇ϕiÞ2g;
F area ¼
X
i
μ
!
1 −
1
πR2
Z
dx ϕ2i
"
2
;
F rep ¼
X
i
X
j≠i
κ
λ
Z
dxϕ2iϕ
2
j : ð2Þ
The Cahn-Hilliard free energy FCH stabilizes the cell
interface. Our formulation is guided by simplicity but
could be replaced by more realistic models of the cellular
boundary [27–29]. The contribution F area provides a soft
constraint for the area of the individual cells around the
value πR2, where R is the cell radius, such that the cells are
compressible [30]. Finally, the repulsion term F rep penal-
izes regions where two cells overlap. Normalization has
been chosen such that the width of the interfaces at
equilibrium is λ and such that the properties of the cells
are roughly preserved when λ is rescaled (see Supplemental
Material [31]). The parameters γ, μ, and κ set the relaxation
timescale of shape deformations, area changes, and repul-
sive forces, respectively (see Supplemental Material [31]
for the parameter values).
This formulation allows the cellular interfaces to be
resolved, and intracellular forces to be defined at the
microscopic level [Fig. 1(b)]. There are many physical
forces of importance at the cellular level [32,33], and force
transmission between cells has been shown to contribute to
collective phenomena such as collective durotaxis [34] or
coordination during morphogenesis [35,36] and wound
healing [2,37]. We concentrate here on a simplified
description and consider only substrate friction and forces
generated at the cellular interfaces, leading to the force
balance equation:
ξvi ¼ Finti ; ð3Þ
where ξ is a substrate friction coefficient and Finti is the
total force acting on the interface of cell i. By analogy
with continuum theories, we define these microscopic
interface forces in terms of a macroscopic tissue stress
tensor σtissue as
Finti ¼
Z
dxϕi∇ · σtissue ¼ −
Z
dxσtissue · ∇ϕi: ð4Þ
The first expression is the integral of the local force ∇ ·
σtissue weighted by the phase field ϕi, while the second is
the integral of the force exerted by the stress tensor on the
vector −∇ϕi normal to the interface and pointing outwards.
Equation (4) effectively bridges scales between local forces
at the level of the individual cells and properties of the
whole tissue.
Equations (1)–(4) define a generic model of two-
dimensional epithelial monolayers that only requires an
appropriate definition of the stress tensor as input.
Following our analogy with continuum theories, we intro-
duce the usual separation into passive and active stresses
σtissue ¼ −PI − ζQ; ð5Þ
where the fields P and Q are the tissue pressure and tissue
nematic tensor to be defined below. As pointed out in
Ref. [25], there is in fact much freedom in defining P from
the total free energy F. Here we use the thermodynamically
consistent definition
P ¼
X
i
!
δF rep
δϕi
−
δFCH
δϕi
−
δF area
δϕi
"
; ð6Þ
which includes contributions from compression and surface
tension terms (see Supplemental Material [31] for details).
Key to our results is the definition of the tissue nematic
tensor in Eq. (5), which is based on the following cell
deformation:
(a) (b)
FIG. 1. (a) A microscope image of a MDCK monolayer
(adapted from Ref. [11]) and (b) a simulation snapshot. Interfaces
between cells are defined as the overlap of the phase fieldsP
i≠j ϕiϕj (left). Contours ϕi ¼ 1=2 with an illustration of the
principal axis of the deformation tensor together with the
resulting dipolar force density (right). The director of the dipolar
force is parallel to the main deformation axis.
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Collective migration. For low cell densities, the collective migration
is dominated by binary interactions. Fully inelastic collisions, see
Fig. 1a), can lead to the alignment of the migration directions and
the onset of collective unidirectional motion. We studied two generic
situations. First, a system with periodic boundary conditions,
corresponding to a cell population that is far from all boundaries.
A similar situation has been realized experimentally in Ref. 7. Second,
a circular confined domain where the cells can adhere, surrounded by
a region where adhesion to the substrate is suppressed. This geometry
was studied experimentally in Refs. 5, 6, where circular domains were
prepared by micro-contact printing of adhesive ligands.
Figure 3a)–c) shows the emergence of translational collective
migration in the periodic domain. We defined an order parameter
for the translational collective motion via
wT tð Þ~
1
N
XN
i~1
v^ i tð Þ
!!!!!
!!!!!, ð1Þ
where v^i is the unit velocity vector of the i-th cell. For large cell
numbers, the order parameter will vanish if the velocities are random.
It will tend to 1 if all cells are aligned. The red curve in Figure 3d)
illustrates the emergence of collective unidirectional motion from an
ensemble of cells with initially random directions: after a transient of
about t 5 3000, the order parameter wT approaches a value of one.
Figure 3e)–g) shows collective motion in the confined circular
domain. After a transient, all 24 cells perform a counter-clockwise
rotation. Again this can be quantified by introducing an order para-
meter for rotational collective motion via
wR tð Þ~
1
N
XN
i~1
e^hi tð Þ:v^ i tð Þ, ð2Þ
where e^hi is the unit vector in angular direction of the i-th cell. The red
curve in Fig. 3h) shows its evolution for the scenario displayed in e)–f),
the final value close to 1 corresponding to counter-clockwise rotation.
In both cases, the collective motion was established after some
transient, typically when the cells have migrated a distance of the
order of 50–100 times their own size (roughly 3000–4000 dimension-
less time units). As a counter example, we simulated cells with elastic
collisions [as in Figure 1b)], which did not exhibit any collective
migration on the considered time scales (up to 8000 time units).
Hence the simple picture of inelastic collisions inducing the trans-
ition, deduced from the binary interactions, prevails up to moderate
cell densities (volume fraction is about 0.4–0.5). In the circular
domain, the interactions of cells with the boundary (depending on
parameters and incidence angle, they are reflected or trapped by the
boundary, cf.45,47) forces a transition from translational to rotational
collective motion, similar to that observed in Ref. 5.
Let us now study the effect of cell-cell adhesion, which so far was
absent (k5 0). Increasing the cell-cell adhesion parameter to mod-
erate values (k5 6) leads to a break-down of the collectively rotating
state, see Fig. 3i)–k), as anticipated from the reduction of the collision
Figure 3 | Collective migration of cells. (a)–(c) Emergence of a translational collective migration of 20 cells in a periodic domain without cell-cell
adhesion. (d) The order parameter wT (t) for cells without (red, k 5 0) and with (blue, k 5 6) cell-cell adhesion. Here, the alignment due to inelastic
collisions, cf. Fig. 1, leads to a collective unidirectional motion, see Supplementary Movie 5. (e)–(g) Emergence of a rotational collective motion in a
circular confined domain. In the red region, the adhesive bond formation to the substrate (parameter a0, see Supplementary information) is reduced by a
factor of 9. See Supplementary Movie 6. (h) The order parameter wR(t) for cells without (red, k 5 0) and with (blue, k 5 6) cell-cell adhesion. (i)–(k)
Adhesion (k 5 6) suppresses collective rotational motion, although large fluctuations of the order parameter wR(t), as shown in h), indicate transient
collective behavior, see Supplementary Movie 7. (l) Average velocity normalized by the total number of cellsN for cells moving in a periodic domain for
different value of the cell-cell adhesion (k). Initial radius of cells: r0 5 10, domain size: L 5 100.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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where   is the monolayer free energy, vn is the translational velocity of cell number n and δ denotes a 
functional derivative. Note that this equation is written in terms of dimensionless units, which will be 
used throughout the paper. The relationships between dimensionless and real units are detailed in the 
Supplementary Information, briefly reviewed at the end of the Methods section. The right-hand side of 
Eq. (1) describes cell shape dynamics, which are determined by free energy changes. Details of the model 
free energy are given in the Methods section and in particular, by Eqs (7) and (10). The free energy 
contains several parameters and its minimum determines the prefered state of the system. Briefly, one 
parameter controls the elastic response of each cell to shape deformation (γn in Eq. (7)). Another controls 
the preferred radius of the cells (R in see Eq. (7)), which tend to be circular when they are not perturbed 
by other cells. Also, there is a parameter that controls the energy penalty for overlapping cells (κ in Eq. 
(10), which is chosen to be large). Note that the interactions between cel s are strictly repulsive.
The velocity of each cell is the sum of two distinct contributions as described in Eq. (11): 1) The 
inactive part, vI, is due to the interaction force exerted by the other cells. Like the cell shape dynamics, 
the inactive part of the velocity is determined by free energy changes. 2) The active, or self-propulsion, 
part of the velocity, vA, is due to the cell engine. The relative str ngth of the tw  contributions to the 
velocity is determined by another parameter (ξ in Eq. (12)) which also controls the maximum cell shape 
deformation. The active part of the velocity is chosen so that the motion of isolated cells on the substrate 
is describe  by a persistent random walk34,35 where the characteristic cell speed and the reorientation 
statistics match the experimental observations9. Further, we assume that there is a large separation of 
time scales between the cell shape relaxation (fast) and the cell translation dynamics (slow). This approx-
imation is physical since 1 µm deep indentations on cells typically relax within seconds36  and the motile 
cells we model tra slate by 1 µ  within minutes9.
To highlight the role of cell elasticity mismatch, we considered 2 types of cell monolayers assemblies: 
a single cancer cell in a layer of normal cells (hereafter referred as the “soft-in-normal” case) and normal 
cells only (hereafter referred as the “all-normal” case). We performed simulations at two packing frac-
tions, ρ = 0.85 and 0.9, describing nearly confluent monolayers, where,
ρ
π
≡ ,
( )
N R
A 2
cell
B
2
where AB is the area of the simulation box. Overall, we will present a total of 4 simulations, each of 
which contains Ncell = 72 cells. All model parameters ar  list d in Table 1 and explained in details in the 
Methods section and in the Supplementary Information. Our aim is to isolate the effect of the mechani-
cal properties of motile cells on their migratory behavior. Hence, all parameters will be identical for both 
types of cells with the exception of the parameter which controls the cell stiffness (we set γcancer/γnormal = 0.35, 
Figure 1. An example of a model monolayer comprising one soft cancer cell and normal cells. Each cell 
is described by a field, φ(x, y), that is defined to be 0 outside the cell and 1 inside. The field rapidly varies 
in the region of the cell boundary. A. The field of a single cancer cell. B. The monolayer is reconstr cted by 
showing the boundary of all cells (Blue curves). A tagged cell, the cancer cell, is filled in Green with a Black 
boundary.
Phase 
field
Figure 4 Phase-Field Models. a, Phase field of a cell. Adapted from [99]. b, The overlap
between phase fields,
∑
i 6=j φiφj , identifies cell-cell interfaces (white). The inset shows cell
contours, φi = 1/2, along with a sketch of extensile stress along the principal axis of the cell
deformation tensor (see text). Adapted with permission from [100]. Copyright (2019) by the
American Physical Society. c-d, C llis ons between deformable cells lead to velocity a ignment
(c) and collective otion (d). Adapted from [67].
In additi t t e the phase-field interactions, which give a pressure term, the stress
t nsor may also includ other contr butions such as viscous nd activ str sses. In this
case, combining the approaches of Refs. [69, 100], the str ss tenso could read
σ(~r, t) = −P (~, t) I + ξc
∑
j 6=i
(~vi − ~vj) ~∇φj(~r, t)− ζQ(~r, t), (7)
where the second term accounts for c ll-cell friction with coefficien ξc (Section 2.2.2),
and the third term describes anisotropic active stresses proportional to the n matic or-
der parameter tenso fi ld Q(~r, t) =
∑N
i=1 φi(~r, t)Si (Section 2.2.4). Here, Si is the
orientation tensor of cell i, which may be based either on cells’ polarities, Si = ~pi~pi−
1/2 |~pi|2 I, o on c lls’ shap s as proposed in [100], Si = −
∫
A
[
(~∇φi)T ~∇φi − |~∇φi|2 I
]
d2~r
(Fig. 4b).
3.2.3 Polarity dynamics
Regarding the polarity dynamics, interactions such as CIL and CFL (Section 2.3.2),
polarity alignment (Section 2.3.1), and polarity-velocity alignment (Section 2.4.1) have
b en explor d [98], as well as couplings to chemotactic fields [101]. More recently, an
alignment of ell polarity toward the direction of the total interfacial force has also
been implemented [69] (Section 2.3.2).
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3.2.4 Collective phenomena
Phase-field models have primarily addressed the emergence of collective motion from
cell-cell interactions. Whereas some works focused on explicit orientational interac-
tions [98], other studies showed that, when cell polarity is coupled to cell shape asym-
metry (Section 2.3.4), collisions between deformable cells lead to cell-cell velocity
alignment and collective motion [66, 67] (Figs. 4c and 4d). Recently, the phase-field
model has been employed to explain the emergence of extensile nematic behavior [100]
and to recapitulate collective velocity oscillations [69] in epithelial monolayers.
3.2.5 Discussion
The phase-field formalism provides a detailed description of cell shape while tackling
some of the issues of the CPM. Foremost, it introduces a force balance Eq. (5) that
provides a physical dynamics, thus going beyond the energy minimization process of
the CPM, which imposes static mechanical equilibrium at each step. Moreover, the
phase-field model is currently better connected to tissue mechanics (Eq. (6)), and it can
explicitly account for cell-cell and cell-substrate friction as well as for active stresses
(Eqs. (5) to (7)) [69, 100].
3.3 Active network models
With precedents in the physics of foams [102], network models describe epithelial
tissues as networks of polygonal cells [103]. Thus, albeit in less detail than lattice and
phase-field models, these models still describe sub-cellular features of cell shape. They
encompass two subtypes of models: vertex and Voronoi models.
3.3.1 Vertex and Voronoi models
In vertex models, the degrees of freedom are the vertices of the polygons. Alterna-
tively, the network can be described by the cell centers, which reduces the number of
degrees of freedom. These descriptions are known as Voronoi models because, given
the positions of the cell centers, the cell-cell boundaries are delineated by the Voronoi
tessellation (Fig. 5a). The difference in the number of degrees of freedom has impor-
tant consequences for the mechanical properties of the network, which may thus differ
between vertex and Voronoi models [104]. Moreover, cell motion, as well as cell divi-
sion and cell death, may entail topological rearrangements of the network of cell-cell
interfaces. In Voronoi models, the network is dynamic, evolving with each recomputa-
tion of the tessellation. In vertex models, in contrast, network rearrangements entail the
appearance and disappearance of vertices, which requires implementing specific rules.
3.3.2 Energy function
In both descriptions, as in the previous approaches, cellular properties and interactions
are encoded in an energy function, usually parametrized in terms of the areas Aa and
perimeters Pa of cells a = 1, . . . , N :
F =
N∑
a=1
[
κ
2
(Aa −A0)2 + ΛPa + Γ
2
P 2a
]
. (8)
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Here, κ is the modulus of cell area around its preferred value A0 (Section 2.2.3). Re-
spectively, Λ = γc − w/2 is the line tension of the cell-cell interfaces that connect
the vertices, which results from the coaction of the cortical tension along cell-cell con-
tacts, γc, and the cell-cell adhesion energy w (Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.4) [105, 106].
When cell-cell adhesion dominates, the line tension Λ becomes negative and the cell-
cell interface tends to expand. This expansion is eventually saturated by other cellular
processes. This saturation is encoded in the third term of Eq. (8), which gives rise
to a perimeter-dependent line tension. This term is a key difference between models
of tissues and foams; for the latter, Λ is always positive and the quadratic perimeter
term is absent [102]. The two perimeter contributions in Eq. (8) can be recasted as an
energetic penalty for departures from a preferred perimeter P0 = −Λ/Γ:
F =
N∑
a=1
[
κ
2
(Aa −A0)2 + Γ
2
(Pa − P0)2
]
. (9)
3.3.3 Cell migration and force balance
Cell motility can then be implemented by applying active polar forces either on the ver-
tices or on the cell centers, giving rise to Active Vertex Models (AVM) [77, 110–113]
and Self-Propelled Voronoi models (SPV) [107, 114], respectively. Thus, the corre-
sponding degrees of freedom i = 1, . . . , n move according to Eq. (5), albeit with
~F inti = −~∇~riF (Fig. 5b). In addition, to account for interfacial effects at tissue bound-
aries, Salm and Pismen added a ‘wetting force’ at the tissue edge [110], whereas Barton
et al. included surface tension and bending forces [68].
3.3.4 Polarity dynamics
The most popular orientational interaction in SPV models has been polarity-velocity
alignment [68, 108, 114–116] (Fig. 5c and Section 2.4.1). However, polarity-shape
alignment [68, 111] (Section 2.3.4), polarity alignment [68] (Section 2.3.1), CIL [77,
111] and force-induced polarization [110] (Section 2.3.2), as well as couplings to self-
secreted chemoattractants [110] have also been considered. Coburn et al. have pro-
posed a hybrid model that accounts for CIL and polarity-shape alignment [117].
3.3.5 Collective phenomena
Using the SPV model, Bi et al. studied how cell motility modifies the solid-fluid tran-
sition displayed by passive vertex models, showing that both self-propulsion speed and
persistence favor the fluid phase [107] (Fig. 5d). Other studies have focused on the
onset of collective motion, showing that cell-autonomous polarity-velocity alignment
(Fig. 5c and Section 2.4.1) gives rise to emergent cell-cell alignment, which leads to
coherent rotations [114] and flocking [68, 108, 115]. Altogether, SPV models predict
four distinct phases: solid, liquid, solid flock, and liquid flock (Fig. 5e). The solid
phase supports elastic collective oscillations excited by self-propulsion [68, 116].
3.3.6 Discussion
By construction, most network models describe confluent tissues, in which cells are
packed without free space between them. Therefore, these models are restricted to col-
lective migration of epithelial cell groups. This limitation has been addressed in recent
14
a frictional force between cells proportional to the length of
the edge shared between two cells, and we know from
previous work on particulate glasses that these localized
frictions can change the location of jamming or glass
transition and the nature of spatial correlations in a
glass [61,62].
It is also tempting to speculate about the relationship
between the unjamming transition captured by our model
and the epithelial-mesenchimal transition that precedes cell
escape from a solid tumor mass. The EMT involves
significant changes in cell-cell adhesion and cytoskeletal
composition, with associated changes in cell shape and
motility. This suggests that escape from the tumor mass is
controlled not just by the chemical breakdown of the
basement membrane, but also by specific changes in
mechanical properties of both individual cells and the
surrounding tissue [63]. One could then hypothesize that
the collective unjamming we describe here may provide the
first necessary step towards the mechanical changes needed
for cell escape from primary tumors.
In particular, recent work suggests that cancer tumors are
mechanically heterogeneous, with mixtures of stiff and soft
cells that have varying degrees of active contractility [38].
Our jamming phase diagram suggests that the soft cells,
which often exhibit mesenchymal markers and presumably
correspond to higher values of p0, might unjam and move
towards the boundary of a primary tumor more easily
than their stiff counterparts. Examining the effects of
tissue heterogeneity on tissue rigidity and patterns of cell
motility is, therefore, a very promising avenue for devel-
oping predictive theories for tumor invasiveness and
metastasis.
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APPENDIX A: SIMULATION
ALGORITHM FOR THE SPV MODEL
To create an initial configuration for the simulation, we
first generate a seed point pattern using random sequential
addition [64] and anneal it by integrating Eq. (2) with
v0 ¼ 0 for 100 MD steps. The resulting structure then
serves as an initial state for all simulations runs. The use of
random sequential addition serves only to speed up the
initial seed generation, as using a Poisson random point
pattern does not change the results presented in this paper.
At each time step of the simulation, a Voronoi tessella-
tion is created based on the cell centers. The intercellular
forces are then calculated based on shapes and topologies
of the Voronoi cells (see discussion below). We employ
Euler’s method to carry out the numerical integration of
Eq. (2); i.e., at each time step of the simulation the
intercellular force is calculated based on the cell center
positions in the previous time step.
In a Delaunay triangulation, a trio of neighboring
Voronoi centers define a vertex of a Voronoi polygon.
For example, in Fig. 6, (~ri, ~rj, ~rk) define the vertex ~h3,
which is given by
~h3 ¼ α~ri þ β~rj þ γ~rk; ðA1Þ
where the coefficients are given by
α ¼ ∥~rj − ~rk∥2ð~ri − ~rjÞ · ð~ri − ~rkÞ=D;
β ¼ ∥~ri − ~rk∥2ð~rj − ~riÞ · ð~rj − ~rkÞ=D;
γ¼ ∥~ri − ~rj∥2ð~rk − ~riÞ · ð~rk − ~rjÞ=D;
D ¼ 2∥ð~ri − ~rjÞ × ð~rj − ~rkÞ∥2: ðA2Þ
In the vertex model, the total mechanical energy of a
tissue depends only on the areas and perimeters of cells:
E ¼
XN
i¼1
½KPðAi − A0Þ2 þ KPðPi − P0Þ2&: ðA3Þ
In a Voronoi tessellation, the area and perimeter of a cell i
can be calculated in terms of the vertex positions:
FIG. 6. Cell center positions are specified by vectors f~rg. They
form a Delaunay triangulation (black lines). Its dual is the
Voronoi tessellation (red lines), with vertices given by f~hg.
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motors, collective gradient sensing is often impaired. Another 
striking emergent phenomenon in cell monolayers is their abil-
ity to propagate mechanical waves. In response to sudden uncon-
finement, the first row of cells at the monolayer edge spreads and 
migrates towards the freely available substrate, whereas the cells 
behind them remain static66,75. With time, every cell row becomes 
progressively engaged in collective motion following a wave of 
deformation and force generation. Propagation of mechanical 
waves has now been observed in confined clusters76,77, in expanding 
colonies66,75 and in colliding monolayers78 (Fig. 3). Propagation of 
mechanical waves in inertial matter is a trivial physical phenom-
enon that can be simply explained by an exchange of potential 
and kinetic energy. In cell monolayers, which lack inertia, alterna-
tive mechanisms must be at play to introduce second derivatives 
with respect to time and provide an effective inertia76. This could 
be achieved through the interplay between cell mechanics and 
molecular circuits involving mechanotransduction, such as those 
involving the mechanosensing protein merlin, which links forces at 
cell–cell junctions with the regulation of the protrusive and force-
generating action of RHO-GTPases6,79.
A general feature of cell monolayers—and possibly one that is 
intuitive to any cell biologist who has ever performed cell culture—
is that cells growing on a dish slow down their motion as the cell 
density increases80. From a physical perspective, this behaviour is 
reminiscent of that of granular materials such as sand or coffee 
beans close to a jamming transition; as the system density increases, 
each constitutive element becomes trapped by its neighbours, the 
energy required for structural rearrangements rises, and the sys-
tem transitions from a fluid to a disordered solid81. Careful analysis 
of cell velocity fields in proliferating cell monolayers showed that 
the analogy between the behaviour of cell monolayers and granu-
lar materials close to a jamming transition is deeper than expected. 
Like particles in granular materials, cells in dense monolayers 
move in large groups whose length scale grows with cell density5. 
Moreover, cells in a monolayer exhibit dynamic heterogeneities in 
cell migration, a non-Arrhenius dependence of relaxation times on 
cell density, peaks in the vibrational density of states, and a shift in 
the position of the four-point susceptibility function80.
A perhaps less intuitive observation is that fluid-to-solid tran-
sitions in cell monolayers can also occur at constant density. This 
striking result was first predicted by theoretical analysis of vertex 
models82 (Box 3). These models aim at capturing the dynamics of 
tissues in terms of the motion of vertices representing junctions 
between three or more neighbouring cells83. A key ingredient behind 
the success of vertex models is that they readily enable neighbour 
exchanges. In the absence of mitosis and extrusion, neighbour 
exchanges in monolayers occur through T1 transitions, whereby 
one edge between two cells shrinks until vanishing and a new edge 
is created at the same point between two different cells. Bi et al.82 
identified that the energy distribution of T1 transitions in a ver-
tex model is a function of a dimensionless geometric factor called 
the target shape index = ∕p P A0 0 0 , where P0 and A0 are preferred perimeter and area, respectively. For regular polygons, p0 increases 
with the number of sides, with p0 = 3.72 for a regular hexagon and 
p0 = 3.81 for a regular pentagon. More strikingly, they found that 
below a critical value p0 = 3.81, energy barriers are finite and the 
system behaves like a jammed solid. By contrast, above p0 = 3.81, 
energy barriers become vanishingly small and the monolayer 
behaves like an unjammed liquid. This result, which has now been 
extended to 3D bulk tissues84, suggested that cell monolayers exhibit 
a jamming transition controlled by a geometric parameter indepen-
dent of tissue density. This prediction was successfully tested using 
bronchial epithelial cells maturing in an air/liquid interface85. As 
the maturation time increased, p0 decreased without a noticeable 
change in the cell density, and the monolayer dynamics slowed 
down. Remarkably, bronchial epithelial cells from asthmatic donors 
exhibited higher values of p0 and remained unjammed for a longer 
time than cells obtained from healthy donors.
The ability of early 2D vertex models to precisely capture the jam-
ming transition in cell monolayers is remarkable taking into account 
that they did not include the ability of cells to exert traction forces on 
their substrate or to self-propel their body. One approach to include 
self-propulsion in the description of 2D monolayers was the devel-
opment of SPV models (Box 3)86–88. These models predict four rel-
evant states in monolayers defined in terms of the shape index p0 and 
the characteristic time of alignment between neighbours J (Fig. 3). 
These states are solid, liquid, solid flock and liquid flock86,87. The 
solid (or jammed) phase emerges at low p0 and low J, and it is char-
acterized by the absence of cell rearrangements and of global tissue 
movement. If p0 is increased at low values of J, the monolayer is pre-
dicted to enter a liquid phase in which the spatial correlation length 
remains low but local rearrangements become frequent. These two 
phases are analogous to those predicted by 2D vertex models in the 
absence of self-propulsion or with self-propulsion but in the absence 
of alignment86–88. At higher values of J, the SPV model predicts the 
emergence of flocking (that is, an increase in the spatial correlation 
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Fig. 3 | State diagrams of cell monolayers. Dynamic states of a cell monolayer. a, State diagram depicting cell states as a function of the shape index 
and the alignment rate. b, Time evolution of a cell cluster in a flocking solid state. Cells comprising the initial cluster move cohesively without neighbour 
exchanges. c, Time evolution of a cell cluster in a flocking liquid state. Cells comprising the initial cluster drift with frequent neighbour exchanges. Credit: 
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essentially always unity. Recent theoretical work has combined
the well-established Vertex Model, that describes a confluent
epithelial cell sheet as a disordered polygonal tiling of the plane
and has been used successfully to model the developme t of
the fruit fly embryo,19 with ideas from activ matter physics to
develop a Self-Propelled Voronoi (SPV) model of motile tissue.
The SPV model exhibits a JUT tun by cell motility and cellular
shape, which in turn embodies the competition f contractility
and cell–cell adhesion.7,20–24 None of these models, however,
accounts for a striking set f experimental observations,11 in
which the elevation of RAB5A, master regulator of endocytosis,
induces large-scale directed migratory patterns, which resemble
the onset of flocking in other living systems.25 Additionally,
experiments show that cells alter their polarization and direction
of migration due to interactions with surrounding cells.26–28 This
mechanical feedback was incorporated in ref. 11 by extending the
SPV model to include a local interaction that tends to direct cell
polarization. While this simple modification yields flocking
phases similar to those observed in the experiments,11 suggesting
that the observed reawakening of motility requires a simultaneous
increase of cell–cell adhesion and coordination of cell polarization,
the properties of such flocking phases and the comparison with
flocking transitions in particle-based models have not yet been
explored.
Here we characterize the full phase diagram of the SPV
model with alignment interactions and examine the structural
and dynamical properties of the various phases.
We obtain a number of significant results. First, the flocking
transition, known to be first order in particle models where the
i teraction range is defined through a metric criterion, where
each agent interacts only with agents within a prescribed
range,29 appears to be continuous here in both the liquid and
the solid. This is consistent with results from Vicsek models
which display a continuous transition when agents align with
their topological neighbors defined as those belonging to the
first shell of a Voronoi tessellation, instead of metric ones.30
Given interactions in the SPV are controlled by topology and
not by metric distance, this finding suggests the possibility that
a continuous transition may be a generic property of systems
with metric-free interactions. Secondly, we examine the inter-
play of alignment and structural properties in both solid and
liquid states and show that alignment promotes solidification
by suppressing fluctuations transverse to the direction of mean
motion. Flocking glassy and crystalline states have been reported
before in particle models31,32 and in continuum theories,33 but
alignment was suggested to drive fluidification in particulate
systems.32 Extending tools from statistical physics to these
far-from-equilibrium systems, we also develop a generalized
expression for the effective temperature and caging timescale to
self-propelled systems that helps us understand how alignment
interactions drive solidification in confluent models. Finally,
the flocking states are characterized by strongly anisotropic
fluctuations. In the fluid such anisotropy is evident in both
structural and dynamical properties that reveal a behavior similar
to that of 2D smectics, as recently suggested for incompressible
particulate flocking fluids.34 Collective rearrangements observed
as the solid is approached from the fluid side are strongly
anisotropic and take the form of correlated cell streaming. This
morphology provides a distinct signature of the collective
dynamics of flocking liquids that could be probed in future
ex eriments.
2 Model
The SPV model describes a confluent monolayer as a network of
polygons covering the plane.20–22 Each cell is characterized by
its position ri and cell shape as determined by the Voronoi
tessellation of all cell positions (Fig. 1). As in the vertex
model,35 cell–cell interactions are determined by an effective
tissue energy,19,35–39
E !
X
i
KA Ai " A0ð Þ2þ KP Pi " P0ð Þ2
h i
; (1)
with Ai and Pi the cross-sectional area and the perimeter of the
i-th cell, and KA and KP area and perimeter stiffnesses. The first
term, quadratic in the fluctuations of the cell area around the
target value A0, arises from the constraint of incompressibility
in three dimensions and encodes bulk elasticity. The second
term, quadratic in the deviation of cell perimeter from the
target value P0, represents the competition between active
contractility in the actomyosin cortex and cell–cell adhesion,
resulting in an effective boundary tension proportional to P0.
We consider N cells in a square box of area L2 with periodic
boundary conditions. In the following, we set both the average
cell area %A = L2/N and the target area A0 equal to one, %A = A0 = 1,
though changing A0 in a periodic system has no effect on the
cell dynamics.40 The system is initialized with random initial
positions for the N cells. The configurational energy in eqn (1)
has been extensively used in the past to model biological
tissues, but only recently it has been shown that this simple
model exhibits a rigidity transition that takes place at constant
density and it is controlled by a single non-dimensional para-
meter, the target shape index p 0 ! P0
! ffiffiffiffiffiffi
A0
p
.21 In our model, we
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the model. (a) Each cell is a polygon
obtained by the Voronoi tessellation of initially random cell positions ri,
characterized by the area Ai and the perimeter Pi of the polygon. The cell
experiences a force Fi = "rriE due to its neighbors and an internal propulsive
force fis along the direction n i of its polarization (eqn (2)). (b) An active
orientation mechanism reorients each cell’s propulsive force towards its
migration velocity over a characteristic response time t = J"1 (eqn (3)).
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average in the solid phase and anisotropic in the fl id
phase. This highlights the fact that q can be used as a
structural order parameter for the glass transition at all cell
motilities, providing a powerful new tool for analyzing
tissue mechanics.
IV. THREE-DIMENSIONAL JAMMING PHASE
DIAGRAM FOR TISSUES
Having studied the glass transition as a function of v0
and p0 at a large value of Dr, we investigate the full three-
dimensional phase diagram by characterizing the effect of
Dr on tissue mechanics and structure. Dr controls the
persistence time τ ¼ 1=Dr and persistence length or Pécl t
number Pe ∼ v0=Dr of cell trajectories; s aller values of
Dr correspond to more persistent motion.
In Fig. 3(a), we show several 2D slices of the three-
dimensional jamming boundary. Solid lines illustrate the
phase transition line identified by the structural order
parameter q¼ 3.813 as function of v0 and p0 for a large
range of Dr values (from 10−2 to 103). (In Appendix B 2,
we demonstrate that the structural transition line q¼ 3.813
matches the dynamical transition line for all studied values
of Dr.) In contrast to results for particulate matter [22], this
figure illustrates that the glass tr nsition lines meet at a
single point (p0 ¼ 3.81) in the limit of vanishing cell
motility, regardless of persistence.
Figure 3(b) shows an orthogonal set of slices of the
jamming diagram, illustrating how the phase boundary
shifts as a function of p0 and Dr at various values of v0.
This highlights the interesting result that a solidlike
material at high value of Dr can be made to flow simply
by lowering its value of Dr. The crossover in behavior at
large v0 occurs when the persistence time 1=Dr is
approximately equal to the viscous relaxation time
1=ðμKAA0Þ ¼ 1.
Thes s ices c n be combined t generate a three-
dimensional jamming pha diagram for confluent biologi-
cal tissues, hown in Fig. 3(c). This diagram provides a
concrete, quantifiable prediction for how macroscopic
tissue mechanics depends on single-cell properties such
as motile force, persistence, and the interfacial tension
generated by adhesion and cortical tension.
We note that Fig. 3(c) is significantly different from the
jamming phase diagram conjectured by Sadati et al. [12],
which was informed by results from adhesive particulate
matter [14]. For example, in particulate matter adhesion
enhances solidification, while in confluent models adhe-
sion inc eases cell perim ters or sur ac area and enhanc s
fluidization. In addition, we identify “persistence” as a new
axis with a potentially significant impact on cell migration
rates in dense tissues.
To better understand why persistence is so important in
dense tissues, we first have to characterize the transitions
between different cellular structures. In the limit of zero cell
motility, the system can be described by a potential energy
landscape where each allowable arrangement of cell
neighbors corresponds o a metastable minimum in the
landscape. Th re are many p ssible pathways out of each
metastable state: some of them correspond to localized cell
rearrangements, while others correspond to large-scale
collective modes. The maximum energy required to tran-
sition out of a metastable state along each pathway is called
an energy barrier [27].
We observe that tissue fluidity can increase drastically
with decreasing Dr at finite cell speeds. This suggests that
different pathways (with lower energy barriers) must
become dynamically accessible at lower values of Dr.
One hint about these pathways omes from the instanta-
neous cell displacements, shown for different values of Dr
in Fig. 4. At high values of Dr (p0 ¼ 3.78, v0 ¼ 0.1), the
instantaneous displacement field is essentially random and
(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 3. (a) The glass transition in v0 − p0 phase space shifts as the persistence time changes. Lines represent the glass transition
identified by the structural order parameter q¼ 3.81. The phase boundary collapse to a single point at p$0 ¼ 3.81, regardless ofDr, in the
limit v0 → 0. (b) The glass transition in p0 −Dr phase space shifts as a function of v0 (from top to bottom: v0 ¼ 0.02, 0.08, 0.14, 0.2,
0.26). For large v0 there is a crossover in the behavior at Dr ∼ μKAA0 ¼ 1, as discussed in the main text. (c) The phase boundary
between solid and fluid as a function of motility v0, persistence 1=Dr, and p0, which is tuned by cell-cell adhesion, can be organized into
a schematic 3D phase diagram. Red lines on the surface correspond to iso-v0 contours and blue lines correspond to iso-Dr contours.
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Fluid-like
Propulsio  speed
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index
Figure 5 Active Network Models. a, Cell centers t positions {~r} re conn cted by the
Delaunay triangulation (black). Its dual is the Voronoi tessellation (red) that defines cell
boundaries and vertices at positions {~h}. Reprinted from [107]. b, Cells are parametrized by an
area Ai and a perimeter Pi, and experience a self-propulsion force Ta~pi (orange) and an
interaction force ~F inti = −~∇~riF (dashed black), which give the resultant force (black).
Adapted from [108] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. c, P larity-velocity
alignment with a time-scale τ . Adapted from [108] with permission from The Royal Soci ty f
Chemistry. d, Schematic phase diagram of the fluid-solid transition in the SPV model in terms
of the shape index p0 = P0/
√
A0, and the self-propulsion speed v0 = Ta/ξ and persistence
D−1r . Adapted from [107]. e, Schematic phase diagram of the SPV model with
polarity-velocity alignment at rate J = τ−1 (see c). Reprinted from [109] by permission from
Springer Nature.
work that generalizes the Voronoi model to non-confluent tissues [118]. In general,
network models are particularly suited to study the role of cell geometry and topo-
logical rearrangements on cell motion. Similar to the CPM, a current limitation of
network models is that they account for neither internal issipation nor anisotropic ac-
tive stresses in the tissue. Recent efforts to include cell-cell friction [119] and to relate
network geometry to the tissue stress tensor [120] offer possible ways to address these
limitations.
3.4 Particle models
Particle models are rooted in the physics of particulate media such as granular mate-
rials. Compared to previous descriptions, particle models resolve even less details of
cell shape by treating each cell as one or two circular particles. Using two p rticles
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outward, and filling the available space. We calculated substrate
traction stresses and intercellular stresses within the model tissue,
and the results are shown in Fig. 3. In agreement with experimental
data and in contrast to previous model versions (27, 30), stresses in
the tissue are almost exclusively tensile because of the intracellular
contraction force and CIL (Fig. S2). Moreover, tension increases
from the tissue edge to the center (Fig. 3C). Traction stresses
exerted by the tissue are heterogeneous (Fig. 3B); however, there is
a bias toward the edges, which leads to the characteristic tension
profile on integration along the x direction (Fig. 3F). The traction
force pattern (Fig. 3B) and bell-shaped tension curve (Fig. 3F) are
both in excellent agreement with experimental observations in a
spreading MDCK cell colony (13).
We also see in our simulation that the cell density in the tissue
center steadily increases as the colony expands (Fig. 3D). The
same effect has been observed in the experiment (13, 41). Tension
in the tissue follows the exact same trend, giving rise to a linear
relationship between cell density and intercellular tension (Fig.
3I), again in excellent agreement with the experimental data (13).
As the cell density increases toward the tissue center, the speed of
outward migration of the cells decreases and eventually, drops to
almost zero as the cell density crosses a threshold value (Fig. 3H).
Cells in the tissue center experience kinetic arrest (41). An in-
crease in cell speed toward the tissue edge has been measured
experimentally in refs. 44 and 45. The relationship between cell
speed and cell density (Fig. 3H) agrees well with the experimental
data in ref. 46. We observe, consistent with the experiments in ref.
41, that CIL precedes contact inhibition of proliferation (i.e., the
density continues to increase while the motion of cells has
already stalled).
What is the feedback mechanism leading to a close coupling
between cell density and intercellular tension? Contact inhibition
aligns the propulsion forces of cells at the tissue edge away from
the bulk, such that those cells “escape.” Consequently, they reach a
distance to their neighbors close to the maximum interaction dis-
tance (above the distance for maximal adhesion) and experience
weak intercellular forces. At the same time, they make room for
their followers, which also exert large propulsion forces, because
the number of neighbors is low and CIL is weak. The ability to
exert large propulsion forces, however, increases the cell length,
leading to a lower cell density. As the number of neighbors in-
creases, CIL decreases forces on the substrate. Therefore, cells
cannot escape and get closer to their neighbors, and the cell–cell
adhesion force tends to assume its maximum value, making it even
less likely for cells to move away from their neighbors and driving
them into a jammed state. Moreover, low propulsion forces entail
small cells, and the density of adhesion force increases with cell
density, leading to a higher intercellular tension.
We have verified this mechanism by changing some of our
model parameters (Fig. S3). We ran a simulation without CIL,
such that all cells always exert propulsion forces of given magni-
tude along the cell axis like individual cells, and cell–cell alignment
is the dominant cause of tissue spreading (Fig. S3A). In that case,
pressure instead of tension starts building up in the tissue center as
the cell density increases. This behavior seems plausible, because
cells continue to exert propulsion forces even at high cell densities
and consequently, push against their neighbors. We can also vary
the extent of CIL (SI Text). When lowering the level of CIL, stress
in the tissue is tensile but does not increase toward the center (Fig.
S3B). Hence, strong CIL is required for the tension buildup.
When decreasing the maximum cell–cell adhesion force in our
original simulation to a very low value, the tissue is under uniform
low tension, whereas the density slightly increases over time,
showing that increasing values of the cell–cell adhesion force de-
termine the high tension in the tissue center (Fig. S3D). Moreover,
the tissue spreads faster because of the lower cell density and
weaker CIL. When decreasing the intracellular contraction pa-
rameter, the tissue is unable to support increasing tension at high
cell density (Fig. S3E). When running a simulation without cell–
cell alignment, the spreading velocity slightly decreases, but the
tension buildup is undisturbed (Fig. S3F).
We next examined distributions of particle traction forces and
velocities. We performed an analysis similar to that in ref. 13,
where distributions of traction stresses were measured, and we
calculated the distribution of the x component of instantaneous
particle traction forces in a strip in the center of the tissue (Fig.
3G). At late stages of tissue spreading with high cell density, our
traction force distribution agrees well with the measured data.
It is broader than Gaussian and well-fitted by an exponential
function. At the early stages of tissue growth, however, the
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Fig. 3. Simulation of a spreading cell colony; N= 500
cells were seeded in the center of the computational
domain at t =0 and allowed to divide and migrate
outward. (A) Total number of cells in the tissue at
different time points. The red circle indicates that
this simulation timeframe is shown in B and C.
(B) Snapshot of the x component of the traction stress
at t = 1,400 and Rtrac = 2.0. (C) Average normal stress
ðσmax + σmin Þ=2 calculated with the Hardy method
(30) at t = 1,400 and Rh = 2.0. (D) Average cell density
as a function of the x coordinate. (E) Average speed
jvmj as a function of the x coordinate. The velocity is
averaged over trelax = 50. (F) Average tension in the
x direction −σxx calculated by integrating average
traction stress Tx. In D–F, averages are taken along
the y axis within the region indicated by dotted lines
in B. (G) Distribution of the x component of particle
traction forces within the region indicated in B for
t = 400, t = 800, and t = 1,400 (colors). Exponential fit
of the data for t = 1,400 (solid black line) and
Gaussian fit of the data for t = 400 (dashed black
line). (H) Average speed as a function of cell density.
(I) Average tension as a function of cell density.
Colors indicate data from different timeframes (A).
Parameters are the same as in Table S1. All units are
simulation units (Fig. S1 and Movie S2).
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phenomenological descriptions have provided important insights into the generic behaviors of collective cellular 
movements at length scales much larger than cell size24, 25. Discrete SPP models inspired by flocking or school-
ing behavior of animal groups can reproduce coherent collective cell behavior through local velocity alignment 
rules24, 29. These models have been shown to successfully reproduce important features of large scale collective 
cell behavior, but do not explain important features of the dynamics of small groups of cells in which th  specific 
characteristics of cellular interactions, including behaviors such as CIL or FIR, may play an important role. In 
general, SPP models can be used to describe the dynamics of small groups of cells and study the effects of impor-
tant cell behaviors and parameters. Indeed, models of SPP have started to explore the role of CIL in the collective 
dynamics of cells in 2D, but either focus on large 2D monolayers or do not account for FIR30–32. It remains unclear 
how cell behaviors such as CIL and FIR contribute to collective cell migration, especially for small groups of cells, 
such as those observed in developing embryos or during cancer metastasis.
We introduce a theoretical description that successfully describes the motion of groups of cells of arbitrary 
numbers, from single cell motion to the collective migration of small groups of cells and large scale sheet migra-
tions. The collective dynamics is obtained by balancing the forces in the system and specifying the dynamics of 
traction forces (or cell polarization) for individual cells, accounting for both CIL and FIR. We show that small 
groups of cells (3 or more cells) display coherent collective behavior, with persistence times that depend on the 
group size, despite their effective repulsion during the collision of cells pairs. We find an optimal size for small 
groups of cells that depends on cellular adhesion and traction strengths and maximizes the persistence of their 
coherent motion. Beyond small groups of cells, our description reproduces the diffusive behavior of individual 
cells in the absence of external cues, the observed behaviors upon pairwise cell collisions, as well as the traction 
force profiles reported in large scale cell migrations. Finally, we show that groups of identical cells can display 
coherent collective behavior or dispersal behavior by changing their confinement.

We seek a minimal theoretical description accounting for key phenomenological observations regarding cell-cell 
interactions, namely CIL and FIR. To this end, we describe cells as particles and consider the pairwise physical 
interactions between them when moving along a 1D strip (Fig. 1A). While minimal, the 1D geometry has proven 
very useful to study collective cell migration at the experimental level13, 14, 33, as it simplifies the system consider-
ably while preserving the essential features of collective cell migration.
ǦǤ In order to control their movements, cells reg-
ulate the forces they apply on their surroundings. A given cell generates a traction force 
!"
T  that causes its move-
ment. Both dissipative processes inside the cell and friction with the substrate lead to a friction force opposing the 
cell movement which, in its most basic form, reads ξ− Gv , with ξ being an effective friction coefficient and Gv  the cell 
velocity. For the specific case of a single cell, it is instructive to consider also the effect of an external force 
!"
Fext, as 
previously done experimentally by applying a controlled force with optical or magnetic tweezers15, 16. Neglecting 
inertial terms, force balance on the cell reads
ξ = +!
"! "!
v T F , (1)ext
Figure 1. Description of the system, interaction forces and phenomenological cell behaviors. (A) Schematic 
representat on of cells moving along a 1D strip (top) and particle-based representation of the system (bottom). 
Cells can be subject to adhesion forces (orange), excluded volume repulsion forces (blue) and friction forces 
(green), as well as generate traction forces (red). (B) Schemati  representation of lamellipodi l ruffluing (right) 
and a stable lamellipodium (left). (C) Pairwise interaction forces fij between cells as a function of their relative 
distance. Schematic representation of CIL (D) and FIR (E), leading to an effective repulsion between cells. (F) 
Schematic representation of neighbor-enabled repolarization (NER). (G) Schematic representation of cellular 
configuratio s during collisions and the associated values of the contact matrix Cij for each configuration and 
cell.
The r ult may be interpreted in biological terms by associa ing
each state to common phenotypes, namely grid-like distributions
of mesenchymal cells, collectively migrating epithelial monolay-
ers, and cellular spheroids. Both the soft character of the poten-
tial and the CIL interactions are key in producing structures and
collective behaviors observed in cell colonies. In particular, the
former enables the formation of 3D tissues via cell extrusion. In
turn, CIL gives rise to self-organized collective motion in contin-
uous cell m olayers. In line with ref. 17, we find that this effec-
tive repulsion induces tensile stresses in cell monolayers.
Model
We model a 2D colony of cells as suspension of overdam ed
self-propelled disks. Neglecting translational noise, the equa-
tion of motion of cell i with position xi and polarity pi =
(cos ✓i , sin ✓i) reads
Fmpi =  s x˙i +
nnX
j
⇥
F ccij nˆij +   (x˙i   x˙j )
⇤
, [1]
for contacting nearest-neighbor cell j , with nˆij = (xj   xi)/dij
and dij = ||xj   xi ||. Here, Fm is the magnitude of the cell self-
propulsion force, and  s and   are cell–substrate and cell–cell
friction constants, respectively.
The central force F ccij includes a soft repulsion F rij associ-
ated to the reduction of the cell–substrate adhesion area when
two cells are closer than their spread size 2R, and an attrac-
tive force F aij that accounts for active contractility transmitted
through cell–cell adhesions. F rij is assumed to i crease lin-
early with decreasing intercellular distance dij up to dij =R.
Hence, F rij =2Ws/R2 (2R   dij ), with Ws =
R 2R
R
F rijddij the
cell–substrate adhesion energy (gray in Fig. 1A). No further
reduction of the cell–substrate contact area is allowed for
dij <R. As a result, c s can approach at smaller distances under
compression. In this regime cells do not exert any force on the
substrate and are considered to be extruded from the monolayer
(Fig. 1 A and B). Cell extrusions may lead to 3D tissues, whose
structure and dynamics ar ot described by our 2D model. F aij is
assumed to increase linearly with distance up to dij =2R. Hence,
F aij =  2Wc/R2 (dij   R), with Wc =
R 2R
R
F aijddij the cell–cell
adhesion energy (red in Fig. 1A). Accordingly, the total interac-
tion force (black in Fig. 1A) reads
F ccij (dij ) =
⇢ 2
R
[Ws   Ws+WcR (dij   R)], if R  dij  2R
0, else.
[2]
In turn, CIL tends to orient the cell polarity pi in the direction
pfi pointing away from the weighted average position of the con-
A B C
Fig. 1. A model of self-propelled particles with cell-like interactions.
(A) Central cell–cell force Fccij (black), including a soft repulsion due to reduc-
tion of cell–substrate adhesion area (gray) and attraction due to active con-
tractility through cell–cell adhesions (red). (B) Cell extrusion for intercellular
distances dij < R, resulting in vanishing cell–cell forces in the plane. (C) Cellu-
lar self-propulsion force Fm in the direction of the cell polarity pi . CIL rotates
the polarity toward the direction pfi pointing away from cell–cell contacts.
Fig. 2. Phase behavior of cell colonies as a function of cell–cell adhesionWc
and cell repolarization rate associated to CIL. Colors indicate the predicted
regions for noncohesive (green), cohesive (blue), and overlapped (red) orga-
nizations. In addition to capturing these structural transitions, simulations
allow us to identify dynamically distinct states such as an active gas, a clus-
ter crystal, a gel-like percolated network, dynamic clusters, and an active
polar liquid, as illustrated in snapshots.
tacting cells (Fig. 1C and SI Appendix). Similarly to ref. 18, we
model this interaction via a harmonic potential for the polariza-
tion angle ✓i that, in addition to rotational noise, yields
✓˙i =  fcil(✓i   ✓fi ) +
p
2Dr⇠. [3]
Here, fcil is the cellular repolarization rate upon cell–cell con-
tact, whereas ⇠ (t) is a typified Gaussian white noise, and Dr is
the rotational diffusion coefficient of cell motion.
The parameters f the model may be reduced to five dimen-
sionless quantities: the packing fraction of cells  , cell–cell
and cell–substrate adhesion energies W c :=Wc/(2RFm) and
W s :=Ws/(2RFm), cell–cell friction   :=  / s , and a param-
eter  := fcil/ (2Dr ) that compares the timescale of cytoskele-
tal repolarization associated to CIL to the rotational diffusion.
Hereafter, we set   = 0.85,W s = 1, and   = 0 and focus on the
effects of intercellular adhesion and CIL on the organization of
cell colonies. The results are summarized in the phase diagram in
Fig. 2. Including cell–cell friction leads to jammed configurations
of cohesive tissues (SI Appendix), in line with ref. 16. In turn,
cell density does not affect the phase transitions but modifies the
dynamical behavior of the cell colony (SI Appendix). Thus, cell
proliferation may drive the colony through different dynamical
states (SI Appendix).
Results
Noncohesive Phase. We first study the transition between a cohe-
sive phase in which cells remain in contact, dij < 2R, and a
noncohesive phase in which they lose contact. Loss of cell
14622 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1521151113 Smeets et al.
CIL 
repolarization
Collective 
motion
Upon phase separation, the colony forms a continuous cell
monolayer that exhibits self-organized collective motion (Movie
S5). This is reflected in the MSD exponent that evolves from dif-
fusive (↵ = 1) toward almost ballistic (↵ = 2) above W c ⇡ 0.4
(Fig. 4A). CIL induces a coupling between cell polarity and den-
sity fluctuations in the fluid phase that gives rise to a macroscopic
polarization via a spontane us symmetry breaking. The outward
motion of cells at the boundary of the monolayer creates free
space behind them, which polarizes neighboring cells before the
leading cell can reorient back. Through this mechanism, self-
organized collective cell motion emerges from CIL, leading to
an active polar liquid state.
The polar order is stable if the confinement imposed by neigh-
bors restores the position and orientation of a cell before its polar-
ity turns toward a new free direction. The repolarization occurs
within a timescale 1/fcil, and the characteristic time of position
relaxation in a dense environment is ⇠  s/k , with k =4(Ws +
Wc)/R
2 the stiffness of a two-neighbor confinement. Thus, an
approximatestabilitycriteri nr ads s/k . f  1cil ,whichissatisfied
for the whol parameter rang in Fig. 2 (SI Appendix).
As illustrated i Fig. 5A, isolat d fluid monolayers may acquire
a global polarity and consequently perform persistent random
walk wit a persistenc much larger than that of single cells
(Movie S6). For randomly oriented cells, the average polarity of
N cells scales as PN = ||PNi=1 pi ||/N ⇠N 1/2. If cell polarities
align, the average polarity of a small region of cells decreases
slower with its size, so that
p
NPN > 1. The larger the repolar-
ization rate  is, the faster the increase of polarity with N (SI
Appendix). At sufficiently large sizes, multiple misaligned polar-
ity d mains appear that restore the r ndom s aling (Fig. 5B).
Hence, we define the onset of macroscopic polarization (cir-
cles in Fig. 2) by the condition that
p
NPN has a maximum at
N =75, namely that connected clusters consisting of up to 75
cells may form a single polarity domain. The appropriate choice
of N depends on syst m size. However, for the sizes explored,
the transition line (circles in Fig. 2) is hardly sensitive to val-
u s around N =75 (SI Appendix). In conclusion, by ensuring a
complete phase separation while still allowing for cell rearrange-
ments, sufficiently strong cell–cell adhesion and CIL are required
to form a polar, collectively moving cell monolayer.
Finally, the effective potential energy Ep of cell–cell interac-
tions gives information on the mechanics of the colony. Positive
(negative) potential energies correspond to tensile (compres-
sive) intercellular stresses. Noncohesive colonies at low cell–cell
A B C D
Fig. 5. Collective motion, mechanics, and dewetting of cell monolayers. (A) Snapshot of a globally polarized, collectively migrating cell monolayer.
(B) Rescaled average polarity
p
NPN of a monolayer of N cells for different CIL repolarization rates  at a cell–cell adhesion Wc = 0.7.
p
NPN = 1 cor-
responds to randomly orient d cells. CIL induces a global polarity (
p
NPN > 1) that gives rise to collective motion. The appearance of several polarity
domains reduces the average polarity of large cell groups. The transition to the active polar liquid state (circles in Fig. 2) is defined by the condition that
the m ximum of
p
NPN is at N = 75. (C) Average cell–cell potential energy Ep = Ep/(2RFm) as a function of cell–cell adhesion Wc and CIL repolarization
rate  . CIL-associated repulsion induces tensile stresses (Ep > 0) in cell monolayers. (D) Average distance between contacting cells hdijic =
⌦
dij
↵
c/(2R) as a
function of Wc and  . The transition between cell monolayers and 3D aggregates is predicted to occur at a vanishing average cell–cell force (dashed line)
and is identified by the condition
⌦
dij
↵
c = 3R/2 (solid line, crosses in Fig. 2).
adhesion feature average attractive interactions leading to the
formation of clusters. In turn, by polarizing border cells out-
ward, CIL induces tensile stresses in cell monolayers (Fig. 5C),
in agreement with ref. 17.
Overlapped Phase. We finally focus on the transition to 3D tis-
sues. When the average total cell–cell force is attractive, cells
eventually overcome the energy barrier associated to the soft
repulsive potential (Fig. 1A), which corresponds to cell extrusion
events. Extruded cells are confined at distances smaller than R,
where they exert neither cell–cell nor traction forces. Thus, our
model can predict the onset of the transition to 3D cell arrange-
ments. Assuming a homogeneous distribution of cells, and using
Eq. 2, the average interaction force reads⌦
F ccij
↵
=
R 2R
R
2⇡dijF
cc
ij ddijR 2R
R
2⇡dij ddij
=
2
9R
(4Ws   5Wc). [6]
This force adds to the effective repulsion F pij associated to
antialigned self-propulsion forces (Eq. 4), so that the transition
between monolayers (blue in Fig. 2) and 3D cell arrangements
(red in Fig. 2) is predicted by the condition
⌦
F ccij
↵
+F pij = 0. This
sets a critical cell–cell adhesion energy
W
3D
c =
1
5

4W s +
9
4
exp
✓
  1
4 
◆ 
, [7]
above which cells are expected to fully overlap or, alternatively,
a critical CIL repolarization rate above which cell extrusion is
prevented. Therefore, by opposing cell extrusion, CIL hinders
the collapse of cell monolayers into 3D aggregates. Indeed, a
sufficiently fast repolarization of cell motility may stabilize cell
monolayers even when cell–cell adhesion is stronger than cell–
substrate adhesion,W c > W s = 1 (Fig. 2).
In simulations, we characterize the degree of cell overlap in
terms of the average distance between contacting cells hdij ic (Fig.
5D). We then identify the transition when half of the contact-
ing cells are at the critical distance for extrusion, dij =R, while
the other half are fully spread, dij =2R. Hence, the transition is
defined by hdij ic = 12R+ 122R=3R/2 (crosses in Fig. 2), in qual-
itativ agreement with the mean-field analytical prediction.
Monolayer instability occurs through a dewetting process
whereby holes appear in the cell monolayer, which rapidly
evolves into a network structure, as observed in ref. 34. Sub-
sequently, different regions of the network slowly collapse into
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Upon phase separation, the colony forms a continuous cell
monolayer that exhibits self-organized collective motion (Movie
S5). This is reflected in the MSD exponent that evolves from dif-
fusive (↵ = 1) toward almost ballistic (↵ = 2) above W c ⇡ 0.4
(Fig. 4A). CIL induces a coupling between cell polarity and den-
sity fluctuations in the fluid phase that gives rise to a macroscopic
polarization via a spontaneous symmetry breaking. The outward
motion of cells at the boundary of the monolayer creates free
space behind them, which polarizes neighboring cells before the
leading c ll can reorient back. Thr gh this mechanism, self-
organized collective cell motion emerges from CIL, leading to
an active polar liquid state.
The polar order is stable if the confinement imposed by neigh-
bors restores the position and orientation of a cell before its polar-
ity turns toward a new free direction. The repolarization occurs
within a timescale 1/fcil, and the characteristic time of position
relaxation in a dense environment is ⇠  s/k , with k =4(Ws +
Wc)/R
2 th stiffness of a two-neighbor confinement. Thus, an
approximatestabilitycriterionreads s/k . f  1cil ,whichissatisfied
for the whole parameter range in Fig. 2 (SI Appendix).
As illustrated in Fig. 5A, isolated fluid monolayers may acquire
a global polarity and consequently perform persistent random
walks with a persistence much larger than that of single cells
(Movie S6). For randomly oriented cells, the average polarity of
N cells scales as PN = ||PNi=1 pi ||/N ⇠N 1/2. If cell polarities
align, the average polarity of a small region of cells decreases
slower with its size, so that
p
NPN > 1. The larger the repolar-
ization rate  is, the faster the increase of polarity with N (SI
Appendix). At sufficiently large sizes, multiple misaligned polar-
ity domains appear that restore the random scaling (Fig. 5B).
Hence, we define the onset of macroscopic polarization (cir-
cles in Fig. 2) by the condition that
p
NPN ha a maximum at
N =75, namely that connected clusters consisting of up to 75
cells may form a single polarity domain. The appropriate choice
of N depends on system size. However, for the sizes explored,
the transition line (circles in Fig. 2) is hardly sensitive to val-
ues around =75 (SI Appendix). In conclusion, by ensuring a
complete phase separation while still allowing for cell rearrange-
ments, sufficiently strong cell–cell adhesion and CIL are required
to form a polar, collectively moving cell monolayer.
F ally, the effective potential e ergy Ep of cell–cell interac-
tions gives information on the echanics of the colony. Positive
(negative) potential energies c rrespond to tensile (compres-
sive) intercellul r stresses. Noncohesive colonies at low ce l–cell
A B C D
Fig. 5. Collective m tion, mechanics, and d wetting of cell monolayers. (A) Snapshot of a globally polarized, collectively migrating cell monolayer.
(B) Rescaled average polarity
p
NPN of a monolayer of N cells for different CIL repolarization rates  at a cell–cell adhesion Wc = 0.7.
p
NPN = 1 cor-
responds to randomly oriented cells. CIL induces a global polarity (
p
NPN > 1) that gives rise to collective motion. The appearance of several polarity
domains redu es e average polarity of large cell groups. The transition to the active polar liquid state (circles in Fig. 2) is defined by the condition that
the maximum of
p
NPN is at N = 75. (C) Average cell–cell potential energy Ep = Ep/(2RFm) as a function of cell–cell adhesion Wc and CIL repolarization
rate  . CIL-associated repulsion induces tensile stresses (Ep > 0) in cell monolayers. (D) Average distance between contacting cells hdijic =
⌦
dij
↵
c/(2R) as a
function of Wc and  . The transition between cell monolayers and 3D aggregates is predicted to occur at a vanishing average cell–cell force (dashed line)
and is identified by the condition
⌦
dij
↵
c = 3R/2 (solid line, crosses in Fig. 2).
adhesion feature average attractive interactions leading to the
formation of clusters. In turn, by polarizing border cells out-
ward, CIL induces tensile stresses in cell monolayers (Fig. 5C),
in agreement with ref. 17.
Overlapped Phase. We finally focus on the transition to 3D tis-
sues. When the average total cell–cell force is attractive, cells
eventually overcome the energy barrier associated to the soft
repulsive potential (Fig. 1A), which corresponds to cell extrusion
events. Extruded cells are confined at distances smaller than R,
where they exert neither cell–cell nor traction forces. Thus, our
model can predict the onset of the transition to 3D cell arrange-
ments. Assuming a homogeneous distribution of cells, and using
Eq. 2, the average interaction force reads⌦
F ccij
↵
=
R 2R
R
2⇡dijF
cc
ij ddijR 2R
R
2⇡dij ddij
=
2
9R
(4Ws   5Wc). [6]
This force adds to the effective repulsion F pij associated to
antialigned self-propulsion forces (Eq. 4), so that the transition
between monolayers (blue in Fig. 2) and 3D cell arrangements
(red in Fig. 2) is predicted by the condition
⌦
F ccij
↵
+F pij = 0. This
sets a critical cell–cell adhesion energy
W
3D
c =
1
5

4W s +
9
4
exp
✓
  1
4 
◆ 
, [7]
above which cells are expected to fully overlap or, alternatively,
a critical CIL repolarization rate above which cell extrusion is
revented. Therefore, by opposing cell extrusion, CIL hinders
the collapse of cell monolayers into 3D aggregates. Indeed, a
sufficiently fast repolarization of cell motility may stabilize cell
monolayers even when cell–cell adhesion is stronger than cell–
substrate adhesion,W c > W s = 1 (Fig. 2).
In simulations, we characterize the degree of cell overlap in
terms of the average distance between contacting cells hdij ic (Fig.
5D). We then identify the transition when half of the contact-
ing cells are at the critical distance for extrusion, dij =R, while
the other half are fully spread, dij =2R. Hence, the transition is
defined by hdij ic = 12R+ 122R=3R/2 (crosses in Fig. 2), in qual-
itative agreement with the mean-field analytical prediction.
Monolayer instability occurs through a dewetting process
whereby holes appear in the cell monolayer, which rapidly
evolves into a network structure, as observed in ref. 34. Sub-
sequently, d fferent r ions of the network slowly collapse into
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Upon phase separation, the colony forms a continuous cell
monolayer that exhibits self- rganize collective motion (Movie
S5). This is reflected in the MSD exponent that evolves from dif-
fusive (↵ = 1) toward almost ballistic (↵ = 2) above W c ⇡ 0.4
(Fig. 4A). CIL induces a coupling between cell polarity and den-
sity fluct ations in the fluid phase that gives rise to a macroscopic
polarization via a spontaneous symmetry breaking. The outward
motion of cells at the boundary of the monolayer creates free
spac behind them, which polarizes neighboring cells before the
leading cell can reorient back. Through this mechanism, self-
organized collective cell motion emerges from CIL, leading to
an active polar liquid state.
The polar order is stable if the confinement imposed by neigh-
bors restores the position and orient of a cell before i s polar-
ity turns toward a new free direction. The repolarization occurs
within timescale 1/fcil, and the characteristic time of position
relaxation in a dense environment is ⇠  s/k , with k =4(Ws +
Wc)/R
2 the stiffness of a two-neighbor confinement. Thus, an
approximatestabilitycriterio reads s/k . f  1cil ,whichissatisfied
for the whole parameter range in Fig. 2 (SI Appendix).
As illustrated in Fig. 5A, isolated fluid monolayers may acquire
a global polarity and cons q ently perform persistent rand m
walks with a persistence much larger than that of single cells
(Movie S6). For randomly oriented cells, the average polarity of
N cells scales as PN = ||PNi=1 pi ||/N ⇠N 1/2. If cell polarities
align, the average polarity of a small region of cells decreases
slower with its size, so that
p
NPN > 1. The larger the repolar-
ization rate  is, the faster the increase of polarity with N (SI
Appendix). At sufficiently large sizes, multiple isalig polar-
ity domains appear that restore the random scaling (Fig. 5B).
Hence, we define the onset of macroscopic polariz tion (cir-
cles in Fig. 2) by the co dition that
p
NPN has a aximum at
N =75, namely that connected clusters con isting of up to 75
cells may form a single pol rity domain. The appropriate choice
of N depends n system siz . Ho ver, for th sizes expl r d,
the transition line (circles in Fig. 2) is hardly sensitive to val-
ues around N =75 (SI Appendix). In conclusi , by ens ring a
complete phase separation while still allowi for cell rearra ge-
ments, sufficiently strong cell–cell adhesion and CIL are required
to form a polar, collectively moving cell monolayer.
Finally, the effective potential energy Ep of ce l–cell nterac-
tion gives information on th mechanics of the olony. Positive
(negative) potential energies correspond to tensile (compres-
sive) intercellular str sses. Noncohesive col nies at low cell–cell
A B C D
Fig. 5. Collective motion, mechanics, d dewet ng of cell mo olayers. (A) Snapsh t of a globally p larized, col ectively migrating cell monolayer.
(B) Rescaled average polarity
p
NPN of a monolayer of N cells for different CIL repolarization rates  at a cell–cell adhesion Wc = 0.7.
p
NPN = 1 cor-
responds to randomly oriented cells. CIL induces a global polarity (
p
NPN > 1) that gives rise to collective motion. The appearance of several polarity
domains reduces the average polarity of large cell groups. The transition to the active polar liquid state (circles in Fig. 2) is defined by the condition that
the maximum of
p
NPN is at N = 75. (C) Average cell–cell potential energy Ep = Ep/(2RFm) as a function of cell–cell adhesion Wc and CIL repolarization
rate  . CIL-associated repulsion induces tensile stresses (Ep > 0) in cell monolayers. (D) Average distance between contacting cells hdijic =
⌦
dij
↵
c/(2R) as a
function of Wc and  . The transition b tween cell m olayers and 3D aggregat s is predicted to occur at a vanishing average cell–cell force (dashed line)
and is identified by the condition
⌦
dij
↵
c = 3R/2 (solid line, crosses in Fig. 2).
adhesion feature average attractive interactions leading to the
formation of clusters. In turn, by polarizing border cells out-
ward, CIL induces tensile stresses in cell monolayers (Fig. 5C),
in agreement with ref. 17.
Overlapped Phase. We finally focus on the transition to 3D tis-
sues. When the average total cell–cell force is attractive, cells
eventually overcome the energy barrier associated to the soft
repulsive potential (Fig. 1A), which corresponds to cell extrusion
eve ts. Extruded cells are confined t dis ances smaller than R,
where they exert neither cell–cell nor traction forces. Thus, our
model can predict the onset of the transition to 3D cell arrange-
ments. Assuming a homogeneous distribution of cells, and using
Eq. 2, the average interaction force reads⌦
F ccij
↵
=
R 2R
R
2⇡dijF
cc
ij ddijR 2R
R
2⇡dij ddij
=
2
9R
(4Ws   5Wc). [6]
This force adds to the effective repulsion F pij associated to
antialigned self-propulsion forces (Eq. 4), so that the transition
between monolayers (blue in Fig. 2) and 3D cell arrangements
(red in Fig. 2) is predicted by the condition
⌦
F ccij
↵
+F pij = 0. This
sets a critical cell–cell adhesion energy
W
3D
c =
1
5

4W s +
9
4
exp
✓
  1
4 
◆ 
, [7]
ab ve which cells are expected to fully overlap or, lternatively,
a critical CIL repolariza ion rate abov which cell extrusion is
prevented. Therefore, by opposing cell extrusion, CIL hinders
the collapse of cell monolayers into 3D aggregates. Indeed, a
sufficiently fast repolarization of cell motility may stabilize cell
monolayers even when cell– l dhesion is stronger than cell–
substrate adhesion,W c > W s = 1 (Fig. 2).
In simulations, we characterize the degree of cell overlap in
terms of the average distance between contacting cells hdij ic (Fig.
5D). We then identify the tra sitio when h lf of the contact-
ing cells are at the critical dista ce for extrusion, dij =R, while
the oth r alf are fully spread, dij =2R. Hence, the transition is
defined by hdij ic = 12R+ 122R=3R/2 (crosses in Fig. 2), in qual-
itative agreement with the mean-field analytical prediction.
Monolayer instability occurs throug a dewetti g process
whereby holes appear in the cell monolayer, which rap dly
evolves into a ne work structure, as obs rved in ref. 34. Sub-
s qu ntly, different regions of the network slowly collapse into
14624 | www.pnas. rg/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1521151113 Smeets et al.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Sample snapshots of the system in the
liquid phase (φ = 0.6, left) and in the jammed phase (φ = 0.95,
right) for v0 = 0.025. The glued boundary is shown in dark gray. The
red (dark gray) arrows represent the instantaneous velocity field, with
v = v0 corresponding to an arrow of length 1 in units of the particle
diameter. Please see Supplemental Material [23] for movies f these
two runs.
dynamics [24]. Such polarization is not, however, permanent,
but rather it is actively regulated by both biochemical pro-
cesses inside the cell and feedback from neighboring cells.
Finally, we define dimensionless quantities by scaling all
lengths with the average radius a of the spheres and all
times with the lag time τ . Additionally, we fix µk = 10 and
σ = 10−1.
Using this model, we perform molecular dynamics sim-
ulations with Nt = 64 to 10 000 particles. Unless otherwise
specified, we show results for Nt = 1000 particles. To elimi-
nate the global translational mode obtained at high density in
an open system, we confine the particles to a circular box of
radius R with soft repulsive boundary conditions. These are
implemented by “gluing” a row of soft spheres to the box’s
boundary, as shown in Fig. 1. We explore the phase diagram by
varying the self-propulsion speed v0 and the packing fraction
φ =∑i a2i /R2.
We first characterize the state of the system by stu ying
the mea -square displac (MSD) of individual particles
as a function of time, shown on the left side of Fig. 2.
At low packing fraction or high velocity, the MSD grows
monotonically well beyond a, corresp ding to a flowing
FIG. 2. (Color onl ne) Left: Mean-squar displacement vs time
as a function of density at v0 = 0.025, showing a transition from
rotational diffusion at low φ, to polar alignment for φ < 0.8 and to
the jammed state around φ = 0.842. Right: Phase diagram in the φ-v0
plane, showing the transition from the liquid state (blue or light gray)
to the solid state (red or dark gray). The dots are simulated (φ,v0)
pairs shaded white to black proportional to the fraction of jammed
runs.
system. Conversely, at high φ or low v0, the MSD is bounded
a smaller than a, i.e., the particles are trapped in the c ge
formed by their neighbors. Typical snapshots of the system
in each phase are shown in Fig. 1. At v0 = 0, the angular
degree of freedom ψ becomes irrelevant and the problem
is equivalent to the ath r al j mming of soft spher s. Th
transition between a flowin phase and a trapped one very
low v0 is consistent with this limit; in particular, the critical
packing fraction coincides with the expected valueφc ≈ 0.842.
By extension, we call the two active phases “liquid” and
“jammed,” respectively. The shape of the (φ,v0) phase diagram
as inferred from the MSD is shown on Fig. 2 (right).
The liquid phase can be further divided by noting that
the behavior of the MSD is not uniform. At very low
density, interactions are negligible and each particle inde-
pendently performs a persistent random walk, with ⟨[r(t)−
r(0)]2⟩ = (4v20/σ 2)[t + (2/σ 2)(e−σ 2t/2 − 1)] and a crossover
from ballistic behavior ⟨[r(t)− r(0)]2⟩ ∼ v20 t2 for t ≪ σ−2 to
diffusive behavior ⟨[r(t)− r(0)]2⟩ ∼ (4v20/σ 2)t for t ≫ σ−2.
Here, σ−2 = 102 and ballistic behavior is observed at all but
the longest times (but shorter than the limit imposed by the
box size, not shown on Fig. 2), as expected for individual
self-propelled particles [25]. At intermediate density, however,
clusters of aligned particles start to form and the MSD remains
ballistic at all observed times. This behavior is reminiscent
of those observed in other active systems [10,11]. Another
signature of the symmetry breaking introduced by the active
velocity in the liquid phase is the existence of “giant number
fluctuations” [6,7,12,26]. The scaling of the standard deviation
%N of the number of particles with the average number of
particles N in subsystems of various sizes is shown in Fig. 3.
We see a transition from %N ∼ N1/2, as expected in an ideal
gas or in a passive thermal liquid, to %N ∼ Nα with α > 1/2
at packing fraction φ ∼ 0.5, consistent with the change of
behavior observed in the MSD and with previous observations
on self-propelled systems [6,7,12,26].
In the jammed phase, we observe regular oscillations of the
particle displacements around their mean positions, resulting
FIG. 3. (Color online) Scaled number fluctuations for Nt =
10 000 and a cut through the phase diagram at v0 = 0.025. We
observe three regimes: gaslike fluctuations at low density (green,
top three curves), giant number fluctuations at intermediate density
(red, middle five curves), and strongly suppressed fluctuations in the
jammed phase (blue, bottom curves). The dashed line corresponds to
%N/N 1/2 = 1.
040301-2
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Figure 6 Particle Models. a, Schematic representation of forces in particle models. In
different situations, cells experience various amounts of cell-c ll repul ion (blue) and adhesion
(orange), and cell-substrate active traction (red) and passive friction (green). Adapt d
fro [46]. b, In a simple model, CIL rotates cell polarity ~pi towards the direction ~p CILi pointing
away from cell-cell contacts. With these interactions, a cell cluster can spontaneously polarize
and undergo collective motion, as indicated by the center-of-m ss velocity ~v. The color code
indicates the c polarity angle θi. Adapted from [123]. c, In growing tissues, CIL gives rise to
tension profiles similar to experimental measurements. Reprinted from [76]. d, Increasing the
packing fraction of confined self-propelled particles leads to j mming. The jammed ph se
supports undamped low-frequency modes. Red arrows indicate ell velocity. Adapted with
permission from [124]. Copyright (2011) by the American Physical Society.
still allows capturing cell shape anisotropy [121], and even a head-tail asymmetry if
the particles have different size [122]. Otherwi e, deta ls of cell shape are ntirely
overlooked.
3.4.1 Cell-cell interaction potential
Positional cell-cell interactions are implemented via a central interparticle potential
V (|~ri − ~rj |). As for the other kinds of energy functions, no general principle pre-
dicts the exact form of the potential. Rather, simple forms are often proposed on
phen menological grounds. Typic lly, the potential features a short-range repulsio ,
which usually includes a hard core to prevent cell overlaps (Section 2.2.3). However,
to capture cell extrusion, a recent model proposed a soft-core repulsion with a finite
energy plateau [123]. In addition to the repulsive part, the potential often features a
mid-range attraction to account for cell-cell adhesion (Fig. 6a and Section 2.2.1). Un-
ess modeling biochemic l signaling or substrate-mediated elastic interactions, long-
range non-contact interactions are not included and, hence, the potential is cut off at
the maximal cell radius.
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3.4.2 Cell migration and force balance
As in other approaches, cell motility is often accounted for by an active polar force
Ta~pi on the particles. In addition to central and self-propulsion forces, cell-substrate
viscous friction −ξ~vi and cell-cell friction with coefficient ξc can also be added to the
force balance (Fig. 6a). Thus, the equation of motion of cell i = 1, . . . , N reads
ξ~vi = Ta~pi +
∑
〈i,j〉
[
−~∇~riV (|~ri − ~rj |) + ξc[~vi − ~vj ]
]
. (10)
Here, the sum is restricted to contacting cells. In addition, to account for interfacial
phenomena, Tarle et al. added surface tension along the tissue edge as well as a cou-
pling of the motility force to the edge curvature [125].
3.4.3 Polarity dynamics
A wide range of polarity interactions have been studied in particle models. Interest-
ingly, as in phase-field and SPV models, the combination of short-range forces with
autonomous polarity-velocity alignment (Section 2.4.1) can lead to cell-cell velocity
alignment and flocking [121, 126]. Nevertheless, other studies have explicitly imple-
mented Vicsek-like velocity alignment rules [127]. Other polarity interactions that have
been modeled include CIL [45,46,76,122,123,128–130], CFL [45], and force-induced
repolarization [46] (Section 2.3.2).
3.4.4 Collective phenomena
Particle models have unveiled that not only polarity-velocity alignment but also CRL
interactions can give rise to collective motion [45, 46, 123, 129]. In particular, because
it tends to anti-align the polarities of cell pairs, CIL would not be expected to lead to
a state with net polarity. However, in cell clusters, CIL induces a coupling between
the polarity and density fields that gives rise to a spontaneous symmetry breaking to-
wards collective motion [123] (Fig. 6b). Moreover, adjusting CIL strength to the local
concentration of a chemoattractant enables intrinsically collective modes of chemo-
taxis [131]. Particle models have also shown that CIL can stabilize cell monolayers
against dewetting [123] and ensure tensile intercellular stresses during tissue spread-
ing [76] (Fig. 6c). Finally, jamming due to increasing cell density and friction has also
been studied using particle models [32, 124]. As in the SPV model, jammed packings
of self-propelled particles exhibit collective oscillations [124] (Fig. 6d).
3.4.5 Discussion
On the one hand, particle models miss details related to cell shape and its coupling
to polarity, which are relevant for some aspects of epithelial dynamics. On the other
hand, the particle description is suited to study collective migration not only of epithe-
lial but also of mesenchymal cells, which is coordinated by weak and transient cell-cell
contacts [132]. Moreover, the description of cell-cell interactions in terms of a poten-
tial allows to compute the tissue stress tensor, thus enabling to study how and which
interactions determine the tensile mechanical state of a tissue [46,76,123]. Finally, in-
cluding active cell-cell forces in the force balance Eq. (10) is possible and it may lead
to important insights in the future.
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3.5 Continuum models
Continuum models do not describe individual cells but set the coarse-graining level at
the multicellular scale [133]. In this approach, the cell colony is described by fields
such as velocity ~v(~r, t), polarity ~p(~r, t), and cell density ρ(~r, t) that locally average
these variables over many cells. Then, generic dynamical equations for the fields can
be written based on the principles of hydrodynamic descriptions, observing symmetries
and conservation laws. Here, we review how the dynamics of compressible polar media
may be applied to model collective cell migration in epithelial monolayers. Because
they contain many terms, the general equations are usually simplified to include only a
few effects that are deemed most important for a particular phenomenon. We discuss
the most common simplifications.
3.5.1 Free energy of compressible polar media
The starting point is the free energy of quiescent compressible polar media [134–136],
which reads
F =
∫
A
[
κ
2
(δρ)2 +
a
2
|~p|2 + b
4
|~p|4 + w δρ ~∇ · ~p+ K
2
~∇~p : ~∇~p+ D
2
|~∇ρ|2
]
d2~r.
(11)
The first term penalizes density variations δρ(~r, t) = ρ(~r, t) − ρ0 around ρ0 with a
bulk modulus κ (Section 2.2.3). The second and third terms correspond to a Landau
expansion on the polarity field. The non-polarized and polarized state are stable for
a > 0 and a < 0, respectively, with b > 0 for stability. The fourth term couples
the density and the polarity fields. In equilibrium, this term contributes a polarity
~p ∝ w~∇ρ, pointing towards increasing or decreasing density for w > 0 and w < 0,
respectively. Thus, with w < 0, this term may model interactions like CIL [137]
(Section 2.3.2), which favor cell motility away from dense regions. Finally, the last two
terms penalize spatial variations of the density and polarity fields, thus endowing them
with a finite correlation length. In fact, the fifth term corresponds to the orientational
Frank elasticity of liquid crystals in the so-called one constant approximation, which
assumes that bend and splay deformations have a common modulus K [138]. This
term captures polarity alignment interactions between cells (Section 2.3.1).
3.5.2 Density and polarity dynamics
Then, one writes down dynamical equations. First, cell number balance is imposed by
means of a continuity equation for the density field:
∂tρ+ ~∇ · (ρ~v) = k(ρ)ρ, (12)
where k(ρ) is the net cell proliferation rate combining cell divisions and deaths [139].
Second, the long-wavelength dynamics of the polarity field is given by the theory of
polar media,
D~p
Dt
=
1
γ
~h− ν¯
2
(~∇ · ~v) ~p− ν v˜ · ~p+ νs
γ
~v, (13)
where we have neglected higher-order active terms [6–8]. Here, the corotational deriva-
tive of a vector ~A reads D ~A/Dt = (∂t+~v · ~∇) ~A+ω · ~A, where ω = (~∇~v− (~∇~v)T )/2
is the vorticity tensor. This derivative accounts for the advective and co-rotational
transport of the polarity field. In the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (13), the
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so-called molecular field ~h = −δF/δ~p is the generalized force (torque) acting on the
polarity field to minimize the free energy F . The ensuing polarity changes are damped
by the rotational friction γ, which may capture dissipation due to both cell-substrate
friction (Section 2.1.2) and cytoskeleton reorganizations. The following two terms ex-
press the couplings of the polarity to bulk and shear flows, with coefficients ν¯ and
ν, respectively. Bulk flows are described by the velocity divergence ~∇ · ~v, whereas
shear flows are described by the symmetric and traceless part of the strain rate tensor,
v˜ = (~∇~v+(~∇~v)T − ~∇·~v I)/2. These terms might capture the tendency of the polarity
to align with normal stresses [64] (plithotaxis, Section 2.3.3). Finally, the last term
couples the polarity to uniform flows, with coefficient νs. This coupling might capture
polarity-velocity alignment interactions (Section 2.4.1), but it has not been considered
yet in continuum models of collective cell migration.
3.5.3 Force balance
In addition to the dynamical equations Eqs. (12) and (13), force balance is established
between the internal forces in the tissue, given in terms of its stress tensor σ(~r, t), and
cell-substrate (traction) forces ~T (~r, t),
~∇ · σ = ~T ; σ = −P I + σs + σa. (14)
It is convenient to separate the stress tensor into the pressure P and the deviatoric stress
with symmetric and antisymmetric parts σs and σa = 1/2 (~p~h − ~h ~p). The pressure
can be computed via the Gibbs-Duhem thermodynamic relation: P = µρ − f , where
µ = δF/δρ is the chemical potential and f is the free energy density, namely the
integrand of Eq. (11). Then, the key modeling step is to specify constitutive equa-
tions that relate the deviatoric stress tensor σs and the traction forces ~T to the velocity,
polarity, and density fields, thus phenomenologically capturing cellular interactions at
a coarse-grained level. Given the tissue rheology, the theory of active polar media
provides generic constitutive equations [6–8], which we review in the following two
subsections.
Different models in the literature have described migrating tissues as either elastic
or fluid media, and both descriptions have successfully reproduced experimental ob-
servations. Elastic models have been recently reviewed [133]. Here, we present the
basis and general formulation of viscoelastic fluid models. Nevertheless, most of the
formalism can be readily adapted to elastic descriptions by taking the limit of a long
viscoelastic relaxation time τ → ∞. We discuss key differences between how elastic
and fluid models describe tissue spreading in Section 3.5.8.
3.5.4 Constitutive equation for the deviatoric stress
Cell aggregates largely devoid of extracellular matrix behave as viscoelastic fluids,
exhibiting an elastic response at high frequencies and a viscous response at low fre-
quencies [25, 140]. Thus, the simplest rheological choice is the Maxwell model, for
which stress relaxes with a time-scale τ . In this case, the constitutive equation reads(
1 + τ
D
Dt
)[
σs − ν
2
(~p~h+ ~h ~p− (~p · ~h) I)− ν¯ (~p · ~h) I + ζQ+ (ζ¯ + ζ ′|~p|2) I
]
=
= 2η v˜ + η¯ ~∇ · ~v. (15)
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The corotational derivative of a second rank tensorA readsDA/Dt = (∂t+~v · ~∇)A+
ω · A − A · ω, where ω = (~∇~v − (~∇~v)T )/2 is the vorticity tensor. The relaxation
time τ is set by the processes that dominate energy dissipation. These processes may
be intracellular, such as cytoskeleton reorganizations, or intercellular, such as cell-cell
sliding. They are thought to release stress at time-scales of protein turnover in the
cytoskeleton and in cell-cell junctions, which are of the order of tens of minutes at
most [25, 141]. In addition, other processes such as cell division, death, and extrusion
[142,143], as well as cell shape fluctuations [144–146] and topological rearrangements
[145,147] also fluidize the tissue over different time-scales. In general, cell migration is
a really slow process, imposing strain rates of∼ h−1, which are slower than the fastest
relaxation times. Hence, migrating cell monolayers are generally expected to behave
as liquids and, indeed, they exhibit liquid-like phenomena like wetting transitions [140,
148, 149] and fingering instabilities [10, 150] (further discussion in Section 3.5.8).
Besides the rheological model, the constitutive equation includes different types
of stresses. Shear and bulk viscous stresses, proportional to the respective viscosi-
ties η and η¯, account for cell-cell friction (Section 2.2.2) and for the dissipation as-
sociated to density changes (Section 2.2.3). For elastic deformations, η/τ and η¯/τ
are, respectively, the shear (Section 2.2.1) and bulk (Section 2.2.3) moduli of the cell
monolayer. In turn, anisotropic active stresses are proportional to the nematic tensor
Q = ~p ~p−1/2 |~p |2 I, with coefficient ζ, whereas isotropic active stresses have the coef-
ficients ζ¯, ζ ′ (Section 2.2.4). Finally, the terms with ν and ν¯ are the stresses associated
to the flow-polarity coupling discussed above (Sections 2.3.3 and 3.5.2).
3.5.5 Constitutive equation for the traction forces
The next step is to specify the constitutive equation for the traction forces. Its expres-
sion is less conventional than that for the internal stress, but it was recently shown to
read [72]
~T = ξ~v − Ta~p+ νs~˙p (16)
in the long-time limit. Here, the first term is a cell-substrate viscous friction (Sec-
tion 2.1.2), the second term is the active polar force that drives cell migration (Sec-
tion 2.1.1 and Fig. 7a), and the third term accounts for the cell-substrate forces associ-
ated to polarity-velocity alignment (Section 2.4.1 and Eq. (13)).
3.5.6 Boundary conditions
In addition to the equations, boundary conditions must be specified. First, many mod-
els impose vanishing density and stress at the tissue edge. Alternatively, to capture
interfacial effects, some models include a line tension [150–152]. Second, the ten-
dency of several cell types to polarize towards free space (Section 2.3.2) can be cap-
tured by imposing perpendicular (homeotropic) anchoring of the polarity at the tissue
edge [149, 150]. In this case, for an unpolarized tissue (a > 0 in Eq. (11)), the po-
larity decays from the boundary with the characteristic length Lc =
√
K/a, which
defines the width of the polarized boundary layer observed in experiments [28, 149]
(Fig. 7a). If cells align rather tangential the boundary, planar or tilted anchoring may
be imposed [65]
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3.5.7 Common simplifications
Different models have simplified the equations in different ways. Most models that
focus on tissue flow do not describe the density field altogether. Moreover, many of
these models neglect flow-polarity interactions [28, 149, 150, 153] and even consider
the polarity dynamics to be quasi-static (∂t~p ≈ 0) [28,149,150]. Other models work in
the limit of small correlation length of the polarity field, Lc =
√
K/a → 0, whereby
the polarity field drops from the description [139, 152, 154, 155]. In this case, active
tractions are strictly localized at the tissue edge, amounting to a non-zero boundary
stress.
Another common simplification is to focus on a single dissipation source, thus only
keeping either internal viscosity [38,149,156] or cell-substrate friction [154,157]. Fric-
tion dominates over hydrodynamic interactions above the screening length λ =
√
η/ξ.
However, some studies suggest that this length may sometimes be comparable to tissue
size, and hence both friction and internal viscosity must be kept [65, 150, 158]. On
a related note, some continuum models approximate two-dimensional tissue flows as
incompressible [154]. Even though it may be a valid approximation in some situations,
monolayer area is not conserved (Section 2.2.3), and hence 2D incompressibility is
not a general feature of epithelial monolayers. Finally, different models have included
only isotropic [75, 159] or anisotropic [36, 64, 65] active stresses, or a combination of
them [149, 153].
3.5.8 Collective phenomena
Continuum models have focused on the spreading of epithelial monolayers, in partic-
ular addressing the formation of multicellular fingers [150, 153, 160, 161]. Consistent
with experiments [53] (Fig. 7b), a recent model has shown that, even in the absence
of motility regulation at the monolayer edge, there is an active instability that leads
to a fingering pattern with an intrinsic wavelength [150] (Fig. 7c). Using the same
model, recent work demonstrated a wetting transition between tissue spreading and re-
traction as a result of the competition between active tractions and contractile stresses.
The balance between these active forces depends on monolayer size and, hence, only
monolayers larger than a critical size can spread [149] (Fig. 7d). This model has been
extended to account for the role of substrate stiffness on tissue spreading, hence making
predictions about tissue durotaxis [158].
A long-standing discussion in the field has been whether elastic or fluid models are
more appropriate to describe tissue spreading [133]. Whereas spreading monolayers
are expected and observed to behave like liquids (see Section 3.5.4), they also exhibit
effective elastic responses even at long times [11,163], probably due to mechanotrans-
duction processes. To capture this behavior, some models directly assume an elastic
rheology of the monolayer [75, 159, 160, 164], whereas others explain it based on a
viscous model with time-dependent parameters [28]. This controversy has also led to
different explanations of the elastic-like mechanical waves observed during spread-
ing [11]. Elastic models posit mechanochemical feedbacks, whereby either active
stresses are coupled to the concentration of a strain-regulated protein [75,159,160,164]
(Fig. 7e), or the polarity is coupled to strain [157]. In contrast, fluid models rely on
the combination of active forces and either flow-polarity [64] or density-polarity [162]
couplings to obtain effectively elastic waves (Fig. 7f).
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Stress
propagating waves, the stress initially shows a few local
maxima [Fig. 1(b)], which evolve towards a single maxi-
mum at the center of the monolayer, as observed in
experiments [8,22]. The concentration of contractile ele-
ments also oscillates and builds up at the center of the
monolayer [Fig. 1(c)]. The stress waves propagate nearly in
phase with the strain field, whereas the strain rate fluctuates
nearly out of phase with the stress [Fig. 1(d)]. Thus, the
response of the material is dominated by elastic relaxation
with dissipation induced by turnovers in contractility on a
time scale τ. The waves span the entire length of the
monolayer and consist of a strain rate wave front that
propagates inwards from the edge, and then travels back to
the edge, resembling an X pattern, as observed experi-
mentally [8]. With the given parameter values our numeri-
cal simulations capture the mechanical waves as evident in
the kymographs of stress, strain rate, and concentration of
contractile units [Figs. 2(b)–(d)].
To understand the origin of wave propagation and
estimate the wave frequency, it is useful to examine the
linear fluctuations in the strain field δε and the concen-
tration field δc, about the quiescent homogeneous state
u ¼ 0, c ¼ c0, and no spreading force. Using Eqs. (1) and
(2), one can then eliminate δc from such linearized
equations to obtain the linearized dynamics of strain
fluctuations,
τΓ∂2t δεþ Γ∂tδε ¼ h0ðBeff þ ηeff∂t − τBD∂2xÞ∂2xδε; ð3Þ
The above equation shows that the coupling of strain to
concentration field yields an effective mass density (iner-
tia), τΓ, and viscoelasticity characterized by an effective
elastic modulus, Beff ¼ Bþ αβτ=c0, and an effective
viscosity ηeff ¼ ðB − β þDΓ=h0Þτ. The dynamics of
strain fluctuations resembles a damped Kelvin-Voigt oscil-
lator with a characteristic frequency of oscillations,
ω0 ¼ q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h0ðBeff þ τq2BDÞ=ðτΓÞ
p
, with q the wave vector.
The estimate for the time period 2π=ω0 agrees well with the
time period determined from numerics for q ≃ 4π=L0 [see
Fig. 3(a)] and with the value measured in recent experi-
ments [8]. Finally, we note that if the concentration c is
conserved (τ → ∞; α ¼ 0), stable propagating waves
are spontaneously generated for 0 < B − β þDΓ=
h0 < 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DBΓ=h0. If diffusion is slow compared to elastic
relaxation, DΓ=Bh0 ≪ 1, stable propagating waves are not
observed [21]. In the opposite limit of infinitely fast
turnovers in contractility (τ → 0), strain fluctuations decay
diffusively at a rate ≃Bh0=ΓL2.
Mean field model.—The mean field limit of the con-
tinuummodel is obtained by neglecting spatial variations in
c and ε and it is formulated in terms of the length (L),
height (h), and the average concentration of contractile
elements, c¯ðtÞ ¼ ð1=LÞ R L0 dxcðx; tÞ, with
γ
dL
dt
¼ F0 − AðtÞσðtÞ; ð4aÞ
dc¯
dt
þ c¯
L
dL
dt
¼ − 1
τ
ðc¯ − c0Þ þ αε; ð4bÞ
with F0 the propulsion force, γ the friction, AðtÞ ¼ dhðtÞ
the cross-sectional area, εðtÞ ¼ LðtÞ=L0 − 1 the strain, and
σðtÞ the internal stress given by σðtÞ ¼ BεðtÞ þ β½c¯ðtÞ=
c0 − 1&. The height is determined using the incompress-
ibility condition, with the size in the y direction, d, fixed.
The steady state solution is L∞ ¼ L0=ð1 − ΛÞ, h∞ ¼
h0ð1 − ΛÞ and c∞ ¼ c0 þ ατΛ=ð1 − ΛÞ, with Λ ¼
c0F0=dh0ðBc0 þ αβτÞ the net compressive strain in the z
direction. For a given value of elastic modulus B, the mean-
field model predicts oscillatory solutions for β > βc, where
βcðBÞ defines the phase boundary in (B; β) plane separating
the regions of propagating waves and diffusive spreading
[dashed line in Fig. 2(a)]. For β < βc the monolayer
diffusively approaches the steady state (c∞; L∞). This
simple mean-field approach allows us to study the material
response of the monolayer characterized by an effective
elastic modulus, BMF ¼ dσ=dε. The oscillatory regime
(β > βc) exhibits sustained oscillations in the material
rigidity, BMF, with a slow period of stiffening followed
by a sharp turnover [see Fig. 3(b)]. For β < βc, the material
gradually stiffens with BMF asymptotically approaching the
value Beff . These oscillations reflect self-sustained turn-
overs in the cytoskeleton with periodic reinforcement and
fluidization on different time scales, which was invoked to
FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Phase diagram of the spreading gel.
The vertical axis represents the contractile activity β and the
horizontal axis is the compressional modulus B. Three behaviors
are observed: stable diffusive, stable propagating waves, and
oscillatory instability. The red squares are obtained from the
numerical solutions of the full nonlinear model, the black solid
lines are the results of the linear stability analysis (LSA) of the
equilibrium state (at q ¼ 13.5=L0) [21], and the dashed green
lines refer to the LSA of the mean-field model given in Eqs. (4).
Kymographs of (b) the monolayer stress field, (c) strain rate
∂tεðx; tÞ, and (d) cðx; tÞ=c0. The parameter values are taken to be
the same as in Fig. 1.
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a noise of small amplitude. We used a finite-difference method
and integrated eqn (14)–(16) on a discretized 1D space with mesh
size Dx = 0.01 and time step Dt = 0.0001 as follows: given the
density field r(x,t) and the polarity field p (x,t) at a time step t, we
solve eqn (15) for the velocity field v(x,t). Next, using eqn (14) and
eqn (16), we determine the density field r(x,t + Dt) and the polarity
field p (x,t + Dt) at the next time step t + Dt with t e explicit Euler
method.
In Fig. 2, we set all parameters to one (K = re = a2 = Z = l =
Gp = ga = ta = aa = da = 1) except for x = p0 = 0.5 and K4 = 0.0005. As
predicted by the linear stability analysis in the previous section,
we confirm numerically that the instability occurs and the
propagation velocity (cB 1.07) is slightly larger than the mean
tissue velocity v0 = tap 0/x = 1. The transient time scale is of the
order of 102. In Fig. 3, we show for the same parameter values
the spatial profiles of the cell density, stress and strain rate
_exx = qxv(x,t) at t = 1000. The stress and strain rate are out-of-
phase, while the stress and the cell density are in antiphase.
If we consider that the cell area measured experimentally
corresponds to the inverse of the cell density, both phase
relations agree with experimental observations, which have
been interpreted as evidence for an elastic rheology.8
However, our constitutive eqn (7) is that of a compressible,
viscous material, also endowed with active and polar
properties.
Numerical simulations allow to mimic inhibition assays by
tuning the value(s) of parameter(s) that would be changed due
to the application of a drug. When we lower the value of the
active parameters to da = 0.5, ga = 0.5 at t = 200, we observe that
the traveling wave rapidly disappears (see Fig. 4a), as observed
experimentally when inhibiting contractility. In a similar man-
ner, when we change the reference polarity value from a finite
p0 to p 0 = 0 (by setting a2 = !500 at t = 200), the traveling waves
also disappears quickly (see Fig. 4b), as observed experimen-
tally when inhibiting Arp 2/3.
Finally, Fig. 5 shows an example of a traveling wave observed
farther from threshold, with aa = 2, ga = da = 3, and other
parameters as in Fig. 2. The propagation velocity is accordingly
larger c B 1.3.
Fig. 1 Linear stability analysis. (a) Plot of the real part of the largest growth
rate sr+(q) as a function of wave number q. All parameters are set equal to 1
(including ga and da), except p0 = 0.5, x = 0.5. We find qmax = argmaxq(sr+(q)) =
0.56, with a wave velocity c = si+(qmax)/qmax = 1.07 greater than the mean
tissue velocity v0 = tap0/x = 1. e checked that sr!(q) o 0, 8q.
(b) Bifurcation diagram in the (ga,da) plane. The yellow (resp. blue) domain
corresponds to a stable (resp. unstable) homogeneous state.
Fig. 2 A traveling wave: all parameters are set equal to one K = re = a2 =
Z = l = Gp = ta = aa = da = ga = 1, except for x = p0 = 0.5 and K4 = 0.0005.
The cell density (a) and velocity (b) kymographs are presented when
t Z 1000, after transients have died out. The polarity and str ss fields
also exhibit stable traveling wave solutions for the same parameter values
(not shown).
Fig. 3 Spatial pr files of the density, stress and strain rate fields at
t = 1000. Parameter values are as in Fig. 2.
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Figure 7 Continuum Models. a, Scheme of a continuum model of a spreading monolayer.
The red shade indicates the polarized boundary layer of width Lc. The stress σ accounts for
intercellular and intracellular tension. Adapted from [149]. b, The monolayer edge develops
multicellular fingers (red arrows) with a typical spacing. Sc le bar, 100 µm. Reprinted
from [53]. c, Positive growth rates of tissue shape pert rbations of wavenumber q indicate a
fingering instability. The maximal growth rate ide t fi s the wavelength of the fingering pattern
( ashed line). Adapted from [150]. Copyright (2019) by th American Physical Soc ety. d,
Phase diagram of tissue spreading. For a given contractility, monolayers larger than a critical
radius spread (wetting) whereas smaller monolayers retract (dewetting). Adapt d from [149]. e,
Stability diagram of mechanochemical waves in an elastic model. The active stress is
−ζ¯ = β ln(c/c0), where c is the concentration of a strain-regulated protein. Adapted
from [159]. Copyright (2015) by the American Physical Society. f, Stability diagram of
mechanical waves in a fluid model. δa adds an active contributi n to the p larity-den ity
coupling w in Eq. (11), and γa adds a density-dependent term to the contractility: −ζ¯ + γaρ.
Adapted from [162] by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
3.5.9 Discussion
A different type of continuum odels are not ased on liquid crystal physics but on
the Toner-Tu equations for flocking [165–167]. Even though they also describe com-
pressible polar fluids, the Toner-Tu equations do not include hydrodynamic interactions
(“dry fluids” [6]) and do not distinguish between the polarity and the velocity fields.
The facts that traction forces are observed even in static cell monolayers [75,149,168],
and that traction and velocity fields are sometimes misaligned (kenotaxis) [74, 75],
calls for a separation of polarity and velocity. Hence, even though they may correctly
capture some phenomena, flocking-type continuum models do not seem generically
appropriate to describe collective cell migration.
As network models, continuum models mostly restrict to describing the migration
of cohesive cell groups. The main strength of this approach is the alytical tracta ility
of the field equations, which often allows g tting a alytical predictions, hence yielding
insights without having to explore parameter space in simulations. However, the high
degree of coarse-graining is double-edged. On the one hand, the generic equations
are versatile, physically well-grounded, and can be written even without knowledge of
microscopic details. On the other hand, this means that cell-cell interactions are not
implemented at the cellular level but rather encoded in phenomenological couplings
22
whose relationship to cellular processes may be unclear. Finally, at the vicinity of the
jamming transition, cell shape fluctuations become a slow field that must be incorpo-
rated into hydrodynamic descriptions. To this end, Czajkowski et al. have recently
proposed a model that couples a cell shape anisotropy field to the polarity field [169].
4 Conclusions and outlook
Concurrent advances in experiments and theory are quickly shaping a solid under-
standing of collective cell migration. Following the footsteps of more mature areas
of physics, the field can now aim towards making quantitative predictions and testing
specific models and assumptions in theory-inspired experiments. Besides progress in
this direction, fundamental challenges remain.
For example, here we have restricted our attention to 2D migrating cell sheets.
However, as mentioned in the introduction, cells also migrate within 3D environ-
ments, which are remodeled by and mediate mechanical interactions between cells, and
even provide single cells with migration modes that are unavailable in 2D [170, 171].
Whether and how cells integrate these modes and interactions to move collectively is
unknown. Moreover, techniques to probe mechanical forces in 3D remain limited in
accuracy and throughput [5]. Generalizing 2D theories and techniques to 3D environ-
ments is thus one of the current challenges of cell migration biophysics.
Another central challenge is to bridge descriptions at different scales. For example,
deriving continuum models from cell-scale models would map cellular interactions to
tissue-scale mechanical properties and phenomena. Another pending task is to link the
molecular mechanisms of actin polymerization and cell-substrate adhesion with the ac-
tual self-propulsion and friction forces included in models of collective cell migration.
In particular, the most appropriate type of cell-substrate friction is still unclear [172],
largely due to the lack of experimental evidence.
A third limitation is the lack of a unifying picture that captures the mechanical
consequences of cell-cell contact interactions. Upon collision, cells can adhere, repel,
or ignore each other. Within each of these three behaviors there exist many nuances
as well (see Section 2). A better understanding of the mechanisms that define the me-
chanics and migration of two cells upon contact is crucial to advance our understanding
of collective cell migration. A closer collaboration between physicists and life scien-
tists is needed to incorporate the broad diversity of biological mechanisms involved in
collective cell migration into a unifying physical picture.
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